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I 

Summary 

Understanding how chaperones work is an important question in basic biology. Given their function as 

guardians of protein folding and homeostasis, chaperones not only play roles in protein folding 

diseases such as Alzheimer’s and cystic fibrosis, but, due to their involvement in signal transduction 

pathways, are also important in the pathogenesis of cancer. Here, the Escherichia coli chaperone Spy 

was used as a model system aimed at (1) identifying the kinetic, thermodynamic, and structural 

aspects that allow molecular chaperones to promote folding of its client folding, and (2) determining 

how these aspects affect the folding landscape of the client protein. The three publications summarized 

in this thesis illustrate the mechanism by which Spy facilitates the folding of its client protein Im7 in 

unprecedented detail. The fundamental basis of Spy’s chaperoning function is the “folding-friendly” 

amphiphilic and flexible nature of its client binding site, which allows Im7 (the client protein used in 

this study) to fold while continuously bound to Spy. Binding of the unfolded state of Im7 is mediated 

through a combination of hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions that allow Im7 to explore its 

folding landscape while bound. Despite this conformational freedom, Im7’s conformational transitions 

are slowed down while bound to Spy, potentially providing a means to avoid the formation of non-

native tertiary contacts and hence prevent misfolding. Although Spy slows Im7’s folding kinetics, its 

folding pathway apparently remains relatively unaffected by the chaperone environment. Folding of 

Im7 results in the formation of a hydrophobic core and thereby reduces stabilizing hydrophobic 

contacts between Spy and Im7. This destabilizes the complex enough to trigger Im7 release. Such an 

amphiphilic binding and folding mechanism may explain how Spy can facilitate the folding of various 

unrelated proteins, as it doesn’t require client-specific folding instructions. More importantly, rather 

than being dictated by the chaperone, client folding itself regulates client binding and release. Hence, 

Spy acts by providing a sanctuary for folding proteins that prevents aggregation and acts to slow 

folding kinetics, potentially to avoid misfolding. The folding pathway remains dictated by the 

sequence of the client protein. The electrostatic interactions formed between Spy and Im7 are a central 

component of this mechanism. Not only do these interactions increase the rate of client binding and 

therefore kinetically prevent protein aggregation, they also keep Im7 bound while it folds and hence 

eliminate the need for pre-native client release, often considered essential for successful client folding 

by chaperones. Given that the amphiphilic client binding surface exhibited by Spy is a common 

feature of chaperones, it is possible that this mode of self-guided folding may be the underlying 

mechanism for many folding chaperones. 

  



 

II 

Zusammenfassung 

Wie molekulare Chaperone ihre zelluläre Funktion in der Proteinfaltung und –homöostase ausüben, ist 

eine der fundamentalen Fragen der Biologie. Chaperone spielen eine wichtige Rolle bei 

Proteinfaltungskrankheiten, wie Alzheimer oder zystischen Fibrose, und sind auf Grund ihrer 

Beteiligung in Signaltransduktionswegen auch involviert in der Krebspathogenese. In dieser Arbeit 

wird das molekulare Chaperon Spy als Modellsystem verwendet, um (1) kinetische, 

thermodynamische und strukturelle Prinzipien zu untersuchen, nach welchen Chaperone Proteinen bei 

der Faltung unterstüzten, und (2) welche Auswirkungen Chaperone auf die Faltungsenergielandschaft 

ihrer Substratproteine haben. Grundlage für die Chaperonfunktion von Spy ist die amphiphile, flexible 

Oberfläche, die es dem Substratprotein Im7 ermöglicht zu falten, während es an Spy gebunden bleibt. 

Ungefaltetes Im7 bindet and Spy durch eine Kombination von hydrophoben und hydrophilen 

Interaktionen, welche es Im7 ermöglichen Konformationsänderungen entlang der 

Faltungsenergielandschaft frei durchzuführen, während es an Spy gebunden bleibt. Jedoch werden 

Konformationsübergänge durch die Bindung an Spy kinetisch verlangsamt. Dies bietet 

möglicherweise einen Mechanismus, die Ausbilding von nicht-nativen, tertiären Bindungen und damit 

Fehlfaltung von Substratproteinen zu verhindern. Abgesehen von der verlangsamten Faltungskinetik 

bleibt der Faltungsweg von Im7 unverändert. Die Bildung des hydrophoben Kerns während der 

Faltung von Im7 führt zu einer Abnahme von stabilisierenden hydrophoben Bindungen zwischen Spy 

und Im7, was die Freisetzung von gefaltenen Im7 von der Substratbindungsstelle hervorruft. Solch ein 

amphiphiler Substratbindungs- und –faltungsmechanismus bietet eine Erklärung dafür, wie Spy 

strukturell unterschiedlichen Proteinen bei der Faltung unterstützen kann, da dieser Mechanismus 

keine Substratspezifität benötigt. Demnach ist die Bindung und Freisetzung des Substrats auch nicht 

durch das Chaperon, sondern durch die Faltung des Substratproteins selber kontrolliert. Spy agiert 

demnach, indem es eine Zuflucht für faltende Proteine bietet, deren Faltung verlangsamt und dabei 

Fehlfaltung und zelltoxische Aggregation vermeidet. Der Faltungsweg bleibt dabei von der 

Primärstruktur des Substratproteins beschrieben. Die elektrostatischen Bindungen zwischen Spy und 

Im7 übernehmen eine zentrale Rolle in diesem Mechanismus. Sie beschleunigen nicht nur die Bindung 

von Im7 und inhibieren damit Proteinaggregation, sie sind auch dafür verantwortlich, dass Im7 an Spy 

während der Faltung gebunden bleibt. Von daher ist eine Freisetzung von unvollständig gefalteten 

Substratprotein, wie es oft für die erfolgreiche Faltung von Substratproteinen durch Chaperone 

beschrieben wird, nicht notwendig. Da eine amphiphile und flexible Substratbindungsstelle eine 

gängige Eigenschaft von Chaperonen ist, ist es durchaus möglich, dass ein solcher vom 

Substratprotein selbst regulierter Faltungsmechanismus die Grundlage von vielen Chaperonen bildet. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Proteins are essential building blocks of all living matter 

Proteins are among the most abundant and ubiquitous macromolecules in the biological world, 

controlling the vast majority of processes upon which life depends (Balchin et al., 2016). Proteins are 

synthesized by the ribosome as linear chains of up to a few thousand amino acids linked through 

peptide bonds (Noeske and Cate, 2012). Although generally made out of only 20 different amino 

acids, these polypeptides can form an enormous variety of three-dimensional structures with varying 

degrees of conformational freedom. This structural and conformational diversity generates the 

enormous functional and phenotypical diversity of living organisms found in a broad range of different 

environments on this planet (Goncearenco and Berezovsky, 2015).  

To fulfill its destined function, a synthesized polypeptide chain generally must fold into a three-

dimensional structure. Although it may seem possible that a protein with a given amino acid sequence 

could assume a vast number of structures, in reality, proteins normally only fold into a single discrete, 

biologically active structure. The mechanism by which folding occurs on a biologically relevant time 

scale remains one of the most puzzling phenomena in biological sciences (Dill and MacCallum, 2012; 

Gruebele et al., 2016). This extraordinary process is the result of a billion years of evolutionary 

pressure that has optimized the amino acid sequence of each protein to maximize not only its folding 

efficiency but also its stability and functionality in the context of its specific environment (DePristo et 

al., 2005; Gruebele, 2005). Nevertheless, despite years of evolutionary optimization, the process of 

folding is inherently error-prone for most proteins, and hence the cell must invest a considerable 

amount of energy into a network of folding helpers to ensure proper and timely protein folding 

(Balchin et al., 2016). Molecular chaperones take a central role in this network, as they directly assist 

in protein folding (Kim et al., 2013). Failure to maintain healthy protein homeostasis is closely linked 

to many human diseases, including Alzheimer’s, cystic fibrosis, and Parkinson’s (Hipp et al., 2014; 

Labbadia and Morimoto, 2015; Morawe et al., 2012) In view of the central role of molecular 

chaperones in proper protein folding and the link between human diseases and misfolding, it is crucial 

to gain a better understanding of the mechanism of chaperone action. Although it has been three 

decades since the discovery of molecular chaperones, it is still not entirely clear how these folding 

helpers affect protein folding. The first section of the Introduction discusses why and how proteins 

fold, and examines why the process of protein folding is so error-prone. The second part focuses on 

the concept of chaperones and describes what is known about how chaperones assist in protein 

folding. The mechanisms of chaperone function are also illustrated with a few prominent examples. 
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1.2 Folding is a fundamental process of protein biology 

To fulfill their biological function, most proteins must fold into a thermodynamically stable and most 

often compact, globular structure called the “native state” or “folded state” (Gruebele et al., 2016). 

This state may represent a single conformation or a small ensemble of energetically and structurally 

similar conformations. Because proteins are synthesized by the ribosome as linear chains of amino 

acids, folding into the native state must occur following or during translation of the nascent 

polypeptide (Balchin et al., 2016). However, the fundamental mechanism that makes a protein capable 

of folding into its native state, and how the cellular environment influences the folding process are not 

yet completely understood (Gruebele et al., 2016). 

In 1961, Christian Anfinsen discovered that the information necessary for a protein to fold into its 

distinct 3-dimensional, active state is encoded solely in its amino acid sequence—a discovery for 

which he was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1973 (Anfinsen, 1973; Anfinsen et al., 1961). Anfinsen 

demonstrated that chemically denatured and fully unfolded bovine ribonuclease (RNaseA), upon 

dilution into a buffer optimized for folding, could refold spontaneously into its active state in vitro, 

indicating that extrinsic factors are not absolutely required for a successful folding process (Anfinsen 

et al., 1961). Based on his experiments, Anfinsen postulated that under physiological conditions where 

folding occurs spontaneously, the folded structure of a protein is a unique state that is kinetically 

accessible and thermodynamically significantly more stable than any other state the protein may 

sample during folding. This idea is also known as the thermodynamic hypothesis of protein folding 

(Anfinsen, 1973). With his work, Anfinsen created the basis for decades of protein folding research. 

At first, it seemed that protein folding is basically a two-state reaction, where the unfolded, linear 

polypeptide chain suddenly and quickly collapses into a distinct 3-dimensional structure, measurable 

as a unimolecular event. However, it became clear that folding could not occur by a random thermal 

search through all possible backbone conformations (Karplus, 1997; Levinthal, 1968, 1969). Levinthal 

estimated that if folding of a small protein such as RNase A occurred by random search, it would take 

longer than the lifetime of the universe for it to find its biologically active state. However, 

experimentally, RNaseA only needs a few minutes to fold (Anfinsen et al., 1961). The discrepancy 

between calculations and experimental evidence is known as Levinthal’s paradox. Inspired by his 

calculations, Levinthal hypothesized that for protein folding to occur on a biologically relevant time 

scale, a folding protein must follow a pathway with distinct, but very transiently populated and 

therefore kinetically invisible folding intermediates that guide the folding protein to its native state 

(Levinthal, 1968, 1969). Given the complexity and size of many proteins, how does the polypeptide 

chain manage to fold into a single native state in such a short time? In the following section, I 

summarize some principles that govern the folding process of proteins.  In a later section, I discuss 

these principles in the context of the cellular environment. 
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1.2.1 Principles of protein folding and stability in vitro 

The folded state of a protein is comprised of structured elements, such as α-helices, β-sheets, and 

turns, as well as random coils, which together make up the secondary structure. These secondary 

structure elements are arranged into an overall 3-dimensional structure, also called the tertiary 

structure. While the secondary structure elements are stabilized through hydrogen bonds between the 

backbone carbonyl oxygen and amine hydrogens that lie in relatively close proximity, the tertiary 

structure is mainly stabilized through many weak non-covalent bonds between amino acid side chains 

that are either close to or far apart from each other in the sequence of the protein. These non-covalent 

bonds, which include salt bridges, hydrogen bonds, van der Waals (VDW) interactions, stacking 

interactions between aromatic residues, and other interactions (Brockwell and Radford, 2007), must 

form during protein folding. As for any other chemical reaction, fundamental thermodynamic and 

kinetic principles govern the formation of the above described bonds and thus protein folding. From a 

thermodynamic point of view, a reaction occurs spontaneously if the Gibb’s free energy difference 

(ΔG) between reactant and product is negative: 

𝛥𝐺 =  𝛥𝐻 − 𝑇 ∗ 𝛥𝑆 = −𝑅 ∗ 𝑇 ∗ 𝑙𝑛𝐾 

where ΔH is the reaction enthalpy, which describes the thermal energy as well as the volume work 

exchanged with the environment; T is the absolute temperature at which the reaction occurs; ΔS is the 

reaction entropy, which describes the amount of order or disorder the reaction creates; R is the ideal 

gas constant; and K is the folding equilibrium constant, which describes the ratio of folded over 

unfolded protein in a single population (Privalov and Makhatadze, 1993). In the unfolded state, a 

protein mostly lacks tertiary structure and contains little to no secondary structure and intramolecular 

bonds and hence enjoys a high degree of conformational flexibility or entropy (Bowler, 2012; 

Kazmirski et al., 2001). In contrast, the folded state is often a tightly packed state with little flexibility, 

stabilized cooperatively through many weak non-covalent bonds (Dill, 1985; Horovitz and Fersht, 

1992). The free energy difference (ΔG) between the unfolded and folded state, defined by the 

structural elements and bonds formed, drives a protein to fold. The pathway that has the lowest energy 

barrier to the folded state is the one taken by the folding protein. The conformational space a protein 

can sample as a function of the corresponding thermodynamic stability of accessible conformational 

states is often visualized as a funnel shaped folding energy landscape that the protein navigates during 

the folding process (Figure 1) (Dill and MacCallum, 2012; Karplus, 2011; Onuchic et al., 1995). Each 

coordinate on the surface of the folding funnel corresponds to a conformer of specific secondary and 

tertiary structure with a distinct number of non-covalent bonds within the polypeptide and with the 

solvent. For most globular, compactly folded proteins, a gain in structure results in a heat release and a 

creation of entropy, which renders ΔG for folding negative and therefore favors folding. The shape of 

this energy landscape is highly dependent on the individual protein and the environment  
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Figure 1: The energy landscape of folding proteins. Idealized folding landscapes of (a) two- or (b) multi-state 

transition folding of a spontaneously folding protein in absolute isolation. Folding energy (or free energy) is 

plotted as a function of polypeptide configurational entropy. A two-state transition is the simplest folding 

mechanism and has been observed for many small, globular, fast-folding proteins (a). For most proteins, 

however, the folding landscape contains local minima with high energy barriers that trap the protein in 

intermediate folding states that can be structurally more or less close to the native conformation (b). In contrast 

to the native state (which corresponds to a very narrow energy minimum as it is comprised of a single or an 

ensemble of relatively few biologically active conformations), in the unfolded state, a protein populates a large 

ensemble of conformations with high energy, conformational freedom, and little native and non-native residual 

structure. A loss in conformational entropy upon folding is compensated for by an energetic stabilization 

(Chodera and Mobley, 2013) (image adapted from (Bartlett and Radford, 2009) with permission from the 

journal). (c) Overlay of an idealized folding landscape for a spontaneously folding protein (IFP, black) and an 

intrinsically disordered protein (IDPf,, red,). IDPs are mostly disordered in solution, sampling different lowly 

populated secondary structure-containing conformations. These conformations are usually stabilized upon 

binding to a target (IDPb, dotted line); in other words, IDP folding is induced by target binding. 

in which it folds (Gershenson et al., 2014). Moreover, the conformational state that represents the 

energetic minimum on this energy landscape and as a consequence is the most populated state at 

equilibrium is determined by: (1) the amino acid composition, as each of the 20 amino acids has 

unique chemical as well as steric properties (Grahnen et al., 2011; Ilardo et al., 2015); (2) the order in 

which the amino acids occur in the linear polypeptide chain, the so-called protein sequence or primary 
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structure; and (3) the environmental conditions, such as temperature, pressure, solvent, pH, redox 

potential, and ionic strength (Khorasanizadeh et al., 1996).  

1.2.1.1 What drives a protein to fold? Some thermodynamic aspects 

Where does the favorable energy for folding in the form of enthalpy and entropy come from? The 

cellular milieu of every organism is an aqueous environment (Spitzer and Poolman, 2009; Takei, 

2015). Through evolution, nature has optimized the amino acids used by every organism to a 

minimum set of 20 chemically and structurally unique residues (Ilardo et al., 2015). These are 

sufficient not only to construct a vast variety of three-dimensional structures through different non-

covalent and covalent bonds and steric constraints (Ramachandran et al., 1963), but also to provide 

chemical reactivity for all sorts of catalyzed metabolic reactions, signal sensing, and transduction. 

About one third of the 20 canonical amino acids are hydrophobic; i.e., their side chains lack polar 

groups and therefore are not very soluble in the aqueous environment of the cell (Kellis et al., 1988). 

As a result, water forms cages around solvent-exposed hydrophobic residues. These cages due to their 

rigidity gain crystal like properties. This process involves work; it is called cavity work because it 

takes energy for water to form a cavity around the solubilized hydrophobic residue. Because this 

process takes energy, the ΔG of solubilization of hydrophobic residues is positive. The energy penalty 

that renders ΔG positive is entropic due to cage formation, which is a highly ordered process (Southall 

et al., 2002).  

Hence, one major factor that destabilizes the unfolded over the folded state, and therefore drives 

folding is the solvent exposure of hydrophobic residues in the unfolded state (Baldwin, 2007; Bartlett 

and Radford, 2010; Chandler, 2005; Dill, 1990, 1985; Kellis et al., 1988; Pace et al., 2011; Southall et 

al., 2002). These residues are buried in the hydrophobic cores of globularly folded proteins. Thus, 

upon folding, the highly ordered water molecules get released, which creates a large increase in 

entropy (ΔS). As the number of hydrophobic residues in a protein sequence increases, this entropic 

effect upon folding becomes stronger. This so-called hydrophobic effect was first described by 

Tanford (Tandford, 1979). Apart from the entropic gain, the formation of the hydrophobic core also 

results in heat release. This is because the tight packing of the hydrophobic core results in a high 

density of cooperatively acting VDW interactions, the formation of which generates heat. The 

summarized enthalpic gain due to the tight packing outweighs the energy needed to break the crystal 

water hydrogen bonds and the VDW interactions between hydrophobic residues and the water 

molecules. The formation of the hydrophobic core delivers most of the energy that drives folding. In 

addition, other non-covalent bonds between amino acid residues, such as hydrogen bonds and salt 

bridges, contribute to the overall stability of the folded state. Their contribution to the overall folding 

energy is minor compared to the formation of the hydrophobic core mainly because the residues 

involved in these interactions can also form equivalent bonds with water and solubilized ions (Pace et 

al., 2011; Yesselman et al., 2015). However, these intramolecular hydrophilic interactions are 
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important for specificity and guidance of the folding process as they may form very early in the 

folding process (Anfinsen, 1973; Rose et al., 2006). In this context, some of these bonds create a more 

stabilizing effect than others of the same kind; this is especially true for backbone hydrogen bonds, as 

they kinetically favor the formation of structural elements (Baldwin, 2007; Hu et al., 2013; Strop and 

Mayo, 2000). A more complete list of energetic contributors to folding can be found in Table 1.  

There are almost as many thermodynamically destabilizing effects associated with the process of 

folding as there are stabilizing ones. As a result, apart from a few exceptions (Xia et al., 2012), most 

proteins are only marginally stable (DePristo et al., 2005). The ΔG of protein folding is generally only 

12–42 kJ mol
-1

, which is equivalent to the energy contained in only one to a few hydrogen bonds. As a 

consequence, the folding equilibrium constant (K) is rather low, and thus an individual protein 

molecule folds and unfolds many times during its lifetime (Gruebele, 2005; Gruebele et al., 2016). 

Genetic and biochemical studies have revealed that this low stability has been evolutionarily selected 

for in many proteins as it allows for a certain degree of conformational freedom/flexibility that is 

needed for biological activity and protein turnover (Bloom et al., 2007; Dellus-Gur et al., 2013; Foit et 

al., 2009; Gosavi, 2013; Gosavi et al., 2008; Jäger et al., 2006). 

Table 1: Processes occurring during folding that thermodynamically favor or disfavor folding*  

Contribution/Penalty ΔH ΔS 

Dehydration of hydrophilic 

residues 

Positive ΔH: due to breaking of 

dipole interactions and 

hydrogen bonds with the water 

Positive ΔS: Release of water 

molecules creates little entropy 

Dehydration of hydrophobic 

residues 

Positive ΔH: due to breaking of 

hydrogen bonds amongst the 

crystal water; breaking of VDW 

interactions between residues 

and water 

Positive ΔS: Release of water 

molecules from hydrophobic 

cages creates large amounts of 

entropy 

Formation of secondary 

structure through hydrogen 

bonds 

Negative ΔH: formation of 

backbone hydrogen bonds 

results in heat release 

Negative ΔS: creation of local 

symmetry results in loss of 

freedom 

Formation of the hydrophobic 

core 

Negative ΔH: tight packing of 

hydrophilic residues results in 

strong cooperative VDW 

interactions, therefore heat 

release 

Negative ΔS: tight packing 

results in loss of conformational 

freedom of side chains and 

backbone. 

Other bonds important for the 

stability of the tertiary structure 

Negative ΔH: formation of 

bonds result in heat release 

Negative ΔS: additional loss of 

conformational freedom 

*Thermodynamic contributions or penalties are listed as for a two-state folding model, comparing the unfolded 

and folded state (Makhatadze, 2005). Note that a negative ΔH drives protein folding, whereas a negative ΔS 

counteracts folding and vice versa. 

Due to the hydrophobic effect, the intrinsic tendency for a protein sequence to spontaneously fold in 

aqueous solution depends very much on the ratio of hydrophobic to hydrophilic residues. In recent 

years, evidence has emerged that a significant percentage of the proteome in every branch of life 

(bacteria, archaea, viruses, and eukaryotes) consists of proteins that do not spontaneously fold on their 
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own in solution, the so-called intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) (Burger et al., 2016). IDPs have 

a high percentage of hydrophilic (i.e., water soluble) residues, including an excess of uncompensated 

charge, which leads to intramolecular repulsion and energetically favorable solvation of the extended 

polypeptide chain (Uversky, 2016). In contrast, intrinsically folded proteins have a high percentage of 

hydrophobic amino acids (about 1 hydrophobic reside for every 3.3 residues) (Tompa and Tompa, 

2002). Hence, IDPs, free in solution, do not fold spontaneously. However, upon interaction with their 

biological target, which changes the local environment sufficiently to favor a more structured state, 

they may fold (Figure 1) (Gianni et al., 2016; Maghawry et al., 2014; Shoemaker et al., 2000; Uversky 

et al., 2008; Xue et al., 2012). Contrary to the unique folded state of intrinsically folded proteins, IDPs 

may adopt many environment-dependent structures, which is why these proteins can also be called 

conditionally folded proteins (Bardwell and Jakob, 2012; Burger et al., 2016). 

1.2.1.2 Which pathway does a folding protein choose? Some kinetic aspects of 

on-pathway protein folding 

As indicated in Figure 1, in addition to proteins that populate only two states during folding (the 

unfolded and folded state), there are proteins that populate obligatory intermediate states along their 

folding pathway (Baldwin, 2008; Brockwell and Radford, 2007). There is evidence that many 

apparently two-state folding proteins also transiently populate folding intermediate(s) that are difficult 

to resolve experimentally (Beauchamp et al., 2012; Khorasanizadeh et al., 1996). In the cases of both 

two-state and multi-state folding, it is not yet entirely clear in which order all the thermodynamically 

stabilizing non-covalent bonds and structural elements described above are formed, and it is therefore 

unclear how a protein navigates on its folding energy landscape (Baldwin, 1995; Englander and 

Mayne, 2014; Udgaonkar, 2008). Protein folding is often a very rapid process, occurring in some cases 

within a few microseconds. This is due to the low energy barriers for folding exhibited for many two-

state folders (Baker, 1998; Bryngelson et al., 1995; Kubelka et al., 2004). This speed indicates that 

transitions between populated conformational states (i.e., from unfolded to folded) do not occur 

directly via random thermal motions, but rather involve transitions between very transient discretely 

populated conformational intermediates with increasing native-like structural content that guide the 

folding process (Dill et al., 2008; Karplus, 1997; Levinthal, 1968, 1969; Sekhar and Kay, 2013). 

Moreover, it is still unclear if the native state can be reached through multiple pathways or if folding is 

a highly hierarchical process, with well defined on pathway transient intermediates (Englander and 

Mayne, 2014).  

The hydrophobic effect not only has thermodynamic consequences, but also dictates the kinetics of the 

folding process. Due to the entropically very unfavorable formation of water cages around exposed 

hydrophobic residues in the unfolded state, the first folding step (occurring during the first few 

microseconds of folding) is the formation of a hydrophobic core through a collapse of the elongated 
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polypeptide chain. This is termed the hydrophobic collapse (Bartlett and Radford, 2010; Felitsky et al., 

2008; Gruebele, 1999; Haran, 2012; Ziv and Haran, 2009). The immediate result of this collapse is a 

more compact conformation that restricts the conformational space that must be searched during 

folding. Since the hydrophobic collapse brings distant residues close together, it allows the formation 

of tertiary hydrophobic interactions as well as additional stabilizing hydrogen or ionic bonds (Capaldi 

et al., 2002; Dinner et al., 2000; Fersht and Sato, 2004). The state following hydrophobic collapse is 

sometimes referred to as the molten globular state due to its increased compactness but still rather high 

degree of conformational plasticity compared to the native state (Arai and Kuwajima, 2000; Ptitsyn, 

1995). A molten globule may be stabilized through native-like but also non-native interactions. The 

hydrophobic collapse is accompanied by the formation of native-like secondary structure through 

backbone hydrogen bonds, which are favored by the local high density of order-promoting residues 

(Bowler, 2012; Haran, 2012; Lindorff-Larsen et al., 2011; Uversky, 2016). These secondary structure 

elements, which generally consist of one to a few α-helices or β-sheets, are lowly populated in the 

unfolded state, but become stabilized through non-covalent tertiary bonds with other residues as a 

result of the hydrophobic collapse. This leads to a cooperative stabilization of the native-like structural 

elements, which acts to guide the folding process. Native-like bonds formed this early during the 

folding process are often important for the stability of the native state and when mutated may render 

the protein incapable of folding (Baldwin, 2007; Hu et al., 2013; Pashley et al., 2012; Strop and Mayo, 

2000). The structural elements are seen as the building blocks in the folding process and are 

sometimes also referred to as “foldons” (Bai and Englander, 1996; Fersht, 1997).  

Although these early folding steps are well accepted, due to technical limitations, it is still under 

debate in which order these foldons form, and if a protein can reach its folded state through multiple 

pathways (Figure 2) (Englander and Mayne, 2014). On the residue level, stochastic, thermal search 

may lead to the formation of energetically more favorable local structures (foldons). However, 

macroscopically, a random search through possible structural elements would take too long for a 

protein to reach its native state (Levinthal, 1968, 1969). It seems plausible that folding is a discrete 

process, described by a single or a few optional pathways. The formation of the first native-like foldon 

at the state of the molten globule likely builds the foundation of the folding process and guides the 

sequential formation of a series of foldons in a cooperative fashion through energetically favorable 

native-like interactions (Baldwin and Rose, 1999; Englander and Mayne, 2014). Evidence for such a 

hierarchal folding process is provided by experiments as well as through molecular dynamic 

simulations, illustrating that even apparently two-state folding proteins can fold through distinct but 

transient folding intermediates (Bai et al., 1995; Englander et al., 2007; Krishna et al., 2007; Lindorff-

Larsen et al., 2011; Sekhar and Kay, 2013). The fact that slow- as well as fast-folding proteins have 

similar folding transition times further points towards a cooperative, hierarchical folding mechanism 

(Chung et al., 2012). In the case of a multi-pathway model, the identity of the first foldon formed may 

dictate the optional folding pathway on the energy landscape (Englander and Mayne, 2014). Examples 
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of proteins that have been found to fold through a distinct or at least major pathway include 

cytochrome C (Englander et al., 2007), lysozyme (Krishna et al., 2007), maltose binding protein 

(MBP) (Walters et al., 2013), RNase H (Hu et al., 2013), and E. coli immunity protein 7 (Im7) 

(Bartlett and Radford, 2010). Im7 is used as a folding model protein in this thesis and hence its folding 

pathway is discussed in detail in the following section. 

  

Figure 2: A possible hierarchical nature of protein folding pathways. Whether or not proteins fold through a 

defined pathway (a) or multiple parallel pathways (b) is not entirely clear. Although there is some experimental 

evidence that proteins can fold through multiple pathways and the process of folding is therefore asynchronous, 

higher resolution data from hydrogen-deuterium-exchange mass spectrometry (HX MS) experiments have 

recently pointed towards a hierarchical model that includes one or a few distinct states that are transiently 

populated on the protein’s way to achieving the native state. (a) Random thermal search through secondary 

structure and a collapse of the chain lead to the first stabilizing contacts and native-like secondary structure, 

which forms the basis for a hierarchical folding pathway. The dotted energy barrier represents optional off-

pathway misfolding events, such as proline mis-isomerization, incorrect disulfide bond formation, or non-native 

hydrophobic clustering, that kinetically trap part of the protein’s population. Low resolution methods often 

applied to characterize the folding process of a protein, such as fluorescence spectroscopy, may misleadingly 

lead to the conclusion of multi-pathway folding (Bédard et al., 2008). (b) Alternative view of multi-pathway 

protein folding. The highly entropic unfolded state can collapse into a multitude of different conformational 

states, all of which eventually lead to the native state at the global free energy minimum, shown at the bottom of 

the figure. (Image adapted from Englander and Mayne, 2014).  

In summary, while unfolded, the protein population samples a vast range of conformations (Bowler, 

2012; Dyson and Wright, 2002; Voelz et al., 2010). With each folding step, the accessible 

conformational space narrows down, and as a result, its conformational entropy decreases. This 

entropic penalty is offset entropically by the desolvation of hydrophobic residues and enthalpically by 

the formation of more stable native-like non-covalent interactions between amino acid residues 

(Englander and Mayne, 2014; Gruebele et al., 2016). As a result of this hierarchal, cooperative folding 

(a) (b) 
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mechanism, the folding energy landscape of small proteins can often be represented as a relatively 

smoothly shaped funnel that lacks high energy barriers (Figure 1). As a consequence, some small 

proteins fold on the timescale of microseconds, also referred to as downhill folding (Dill and 

MacCallum, 2012).  

1.2.1.3 Im7 as a protein folding model 

The E. coli immunity protein 7 (Im7) has one of the most well characterized folding pathways, and is a 

good example of a protein that employs a hierarchical folding process (Figueiredo et al., 2013; Wang 

et al., 2016). Im7 belongs to the family of bacterial immunity proteins. It is co-expressed with and 

functions as an inhibitor of the bactericidal DNase colicin E7, to which it binds very tightly and very 

rapidly (Dennis et al., 1998; James et al., 1996; Ko et al., 1999; Li et al., 2004). Im7 is a globular 

protein that contains four α-helices that form a hydrophobic core (Chak et al., 1996). Over the past two 

decades, experimental as well as computational work has led to a detailed picture of Im7’s folding 

pathway (Figure 3). The most striking characteristic of Im7 is that despite its small size of 87 amino 

acids, it folds through an on-pathway intermediate state (I) (Capaldi et al., 2001; Ferguson et al., 

1999). Although the transition from the unfolded state (U) to (I) occurs quite rapidly (sub millisecond, 

folding rate constant kUI = 3000 s
-1

, folding equilibrium constant KUI = 140 at 10 C and 0.4 M 

Na2SO4), the transition to the native state (N) is slower (kIN = 300 s
-1

, KIN = 720 at 10 C and 0.4 M 

Na2SO4) and hence is the rate limiting step of Im7’s folding pathway (Capaldi et al., 2001). As a 

consequence, the intermediate state is sufficiently populated during refolding to be characterized 

experimentally. In addition, protein engineering in conjunction with biochemical and biophysical 

approaches have delivered detailed structural information on all folding states of Im7 that are 

populated along the folding trajectory, including the two transition states. 

The unfolded state ensemble of Im7 consists of moderately extended species with low helical 

propensity and without any persistent long range stabilizing tertiary interactions. However, it does 

contain local hydrophobic clusters that act to conformationally constrain the regions of the protein that 

ultimately form helices 1, 2, and 4 in the native state. These constraints represent an early local 

collapse driven by hydrophobic interactions that guide the folding protein towards the intermediate 

state (Capaldi et al., 2002; Le Duff et al., 2006; Pashley et al., 2012; Pugh et al., 2010). The transition 

to the intermediate state is described by the first transitions state (TS1). Although TS1 was found to be 

rather extended, i.e., structurally similar to the unfolded state, there is experimental evidence for early 

persistent native and non-native tertiary interactions between helices 1 and 2 that lead to a further 

collapse in this region (Friel et al., 2009). In other words, TS1 is structurally closer to (U) than (I), and 

hence the activation energy needed for its formation is rather small. Conformational changes from TS1 

to (I) mark the key step in the Im7 folding pathway as they involve the cooperative formation of a 

hydrophobic core as well as some native-like secondary structure (Bartlett and Radford, 2010; Friel et 

al., 2009). Although this intermediate state ensemble contains mostly native-like secondary structure, 
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as three of the helices are partially (N-terminal half of helix 2) or completely (helices 1 and 4) formed, 

its tertiary structure is distorted through non-native but energy minimizing interactions that act to 

shield otherwise exposed hydrophobic side chains (Capaldi et al., 2002; Chen and Chan, 2015; Friel et 

al., 2009; Gorski et al., 2004; Gsponer et al., 2006; Whittaker et al., 2011). One example of a non-

native interaction is residue W75, which is more buried in the hydrophobic core of the intermediate 

state than it is in the native or unfolded state. As a result, the intermediate state is more fluorescent 

than the other two states. This is an experimentally important feature, as it allows for the rapid and 

accurate discrimination between these three states experimentally. Consequently, the fluorescence 

emission of W75 has been used to study the kinetics of the Im7 folding pathway (Gsponer et al., 2006; 

Rodriguez-Mendieta et al., 2005). The non-native arrangement of formed helices in the intermediate 

state prevents the formation and docking of helix 3 onto the hydrophobic core. Therefore, the 

transition to the native state requires both conformational rearrangements and the disruption of these 

non-native stabilizing interactions in order to form a docking site for helix 3. (Capaldi et al., 2002; 

Friel et al., 2009; Gsponer et al., 2006; Knowling et al., 2009). Therefore, the energy barrier between 

(I) and (N) is higher than the one between (U) and (I), and thus the (I) to (N) transition represents the 

rate limiting step (Figure 3). A similar folding mechanism has been described for barnase (Fersht, 

1993). 

Im7, like many other proteins, is only moderately stable (ΔG = -17 kJ mol
-1

) (DePristo et al., 2005; 

Ferguson et al., 1999). A genetic selection for increased thermodynamic stability in vivo resulted in 

most stabilizing mutations being found at the colicin E7 binding site. This was taken as evidence that 

for Im7, stability is compromised by an evolutionary selection for tight and fast binding to its 

biological target colicin E7 (Foit et al., 2009). Along these lines, not only the stability of Im7, but also 

its folding efficiency is compromised to yield optimal functionality. Many of the hydrophobic residues 

that form non-native contacts early during folding and thus lead to the formation of the rate-limiting 

intermediate state are crucial for the formation of the E7 binding site (Friel et al., 2009). Directed 

mutation of these residues is predicted to yield a faster, two-state folding mechanism (Sutto et al., 

2007). Together, these results highlight the evolutionary competition between biological functionality, 

thermodynamic stability, and the kinetic efficiency of protein folding (Gershenson et al., 2014). 

Im7 is also an excellent example to illustrate the importance of the hydrophobic effect, as well as the 

importance of order-promoting amino acid resides in the early stages of protein folding. The mutation 

of three key leucine residues to alanine (L18A L19A L37A), which are important for the formation of 

helices 1, 2, and 4 and the formation of early hydrophobic contacts, and ultimately, the hydrophobic 

core, renders Im7 incapable of folding. In other words, this triple alanine mutant predominantly 

populates the unfolded state under folding conditions, despite the fact that all other residues that 

stabilize the native state are still present (Pashley et al., 2012; Sutto et al., 2007). This is because these 

residues, together with other hydrophobic residues in the region of helices 1 and 2, form tertiary 
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stabilizing interaction during TS1 and therefore are essential for initiation of the folding process (Friel 

et al., 2009; Rodriguez-Mendieta et al., 2005). 

Detailed phi-value analyses (Zarrine-Afsar and Davidson, 2004) of Im7’s folding pathway have helped 

to generate an arsenal of structurally, thermodynamically, and kinetically well-characterized mutants. 

Different mutations trap the protein in the unfolded state, the intermediate state, a combination of 

states, or simply destabilize the native state (Bartlett and Radford, 2010; Capaldi et al., 2002; Friel et 

al., 2009). Thus, Im7 is not only an excellent model for studying protein folding, but it also provides a 

useful tool for investigating factors that influence the complex process of protein folding and stability 

in vivo (Foit et al., 2009; Quan et al., 2011). Unlike many other proteins, it is possible to find 

conditions in which Im7 stays soluble regardless of its folding state. Thus, Im7 it can also be used as a 

chaperone client protein without complications associated with protein aggregation. Using a genetic 

selection system that directly links thermodynamic protein stability with antibiotic resistance in vivo, 

Quan et al. discovered a new periplasmic molecular chaperone called Spy by selecting for stabilization 

of an unstable variant of Im7 (L53A I54A) that traps Im7 in the intermediate state. 

 

Figure 3: The α-helical protein Im7 folds via an on-pathway intermediate. (a) Cartoon representation of the 

crystal structure of Im7 (PDB ID: 1AYI). The four helices are color coded as follows: helix 1 (blue), helix 2 

(red), helix 3 (green), and helix 4 (yellow). (b) Energy diagram for the folding pathway of Im7. The free energy 

of populated conformational states is plotted as a function of compactness βT (βT of 0 = unfolded state, βT of 1 = 

folded state). Schematic structures of the intermediate state as well as both transition states are based on 

experimentally restrained molecular dynamic simulations. Helical color code is identical to (a). This figure was 

taken from (Knowling et al., 2009). 

1.2.1.4 Off-pathway protein folding events 

To uncover the principles underlying the complex process of protein folding, the scientific community 

has mostly studied small (< 200 amino acids), well behaved proteins that exhibit a relatively simple 
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folding pathway with little to no on-pathway folding intermediates (Barrick, 2009; Braselmann et al., 

2013; Brockwell and Radford, 2007). These proteins reversibly fold in the environment of the test 

tube, and hence they are ideal protein folding models. Our understanding of such simple folding 

pathways is advanced enough that they can even be partially recapitulated through molecular 

dynamics simulations (Lindorff-Larsen et al., 2011). However, such proteins do not represent the 

majority of all cellular proteins, also called the cellular proteome. For example, about 85% of E. coli 

proteins are significantly larger, reveal more complex, often multidomain structures, and may even 

assemble into multi-protein complexes. In addition, the size and complexity of proteins increases from 

prokaryotes to eukaryotes (Balchin et al., 2016). Eukaryotic proteins exhibit more complex folding 

pathways, including multiple on-pathway intermediates (Braselmann et al., 2013; Dahiya and 

Chaudhuri, 2013; Pirchi et al., 2011; Scholl et al., 2014). The energy folding landscape of eukaryotic 

proteins generally isn’t smooth, but rather rugged, including local minima with high energy barriers 

that kinetically trap the folding protein in an intermediate state (Figure 1) (Gershenson et al., 2014). 

Consequently, eukaryotic proteins often fold slower and are more prone to off-pathway misfolding 

events, such as non-native hydrophobic clustering (Klein-Seetharaman et al., 2002), proline mis-

isomerization (Brandts et al., 1975; Wedemeyer et al., 2002), and incorrect disulfide bond formation 

(Fass, 2012; Song and Scheraga, 2000). Consequently, folding energy barriers can be entropic and/or 

enthalpic in nature because kinetically trapped folding intermediates or misfolded states may exhibit 

extensive conformational flexibility and/or non-native bonds (see Table 1). This, in addition to their 

generally low thermodynamic and kinetic stability, causes these more complex proteins to fold 

inefficiently in the test tube (Figure 4) (Braselmann et al., 2013). One reason for this is the 

hydrophobic effect—although it is the major kinetic and thermodynamic driving force of protein 

folding, it comes with a dangerous side effect. Most folding intermediates of a protein on the way to 

its native state expose hydrophobic residues. Complex folding pathways and off-pathway misfolding 

events may prolong the time in which a protein stays in a hydrophobic surface-exposed conformation. 

Due to this thermodynamically unfavorable exposure of hydrophobic surfaces, folding intermediates 

or misfolded states tend to engage in non-native intermolecular interactions, a process that leads to 

aggregation (Figure 4 and Figure 6) (Chandler, 2005; Chiti and Dobson, 2006; Ciryam et al., 2013a). 

Protein aggregation is an off-pathway reaction characterized by the formation of non-native but 

energetically stabilizing intermolecular interactions between the hydrophobic surfaces of two or more 

proteins. When buried in an aggregate, the protein is generally unable to fold and therefore is unable to 

fulfill its biological function. Aggregation is most often characterized as being amorphous or fibrillar 

in nature (Figure 6) (Chiti and Dobson, 2006; Ciryam et al., 2013a). Shifts in temperature, pH, or the 

addition of denaturants (such as organic solvents) may further shift the fragile conformational 

equilibrium to partially folded or unfolded states, which are prone to misfold, and hence increase the 

aggregation propensity of proteins. In contrast to folding, which is a reversible and concentration-

independent process, protein aggregation is highly concentration dependent and is essentially 
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irreversible. Thus, not only in the test tube, but especially in the crowded environment of the cell, 

protein aggregation is in constant competition with folding (Ellis and Minton, 2006; Espargaró et al., 

2008). This causes practical problems not just for experimental scientists, but also in the 

pharmaceutical industry, as many therapeutic proteins are quite aggregation prone (Estes et al., 2015). 

Due to the loss in biological activity and altered structural propensities that proteins trapped in an 

aggregate exhibit, including the exposure of hydrophobic surfaces, protein oligomers and aggregates 

are often toxic to the cell (Bolognesi et al., 2010; Hipp et al., 2014; Luheshi et al., 2008). To combat 

this, the cell has developed strategies that support protein folding and that reduce the amount of 

protein aggregates. 

 

Figure 4: Protein folding for most proteins is an aggregation-prone process. The unfolded state (U) of 

most proteins is aggregation prone. Hence, upon the removal of denaturant, kinetically reversible folding to 

the native state (N) competes with kinetically irreversible aggregation (A). The slower a protein folds to the 

stable native state, the larger the aggregation potential. Protein aggregation interferes with the determination 

of the thermodynamic stability as well as the kinetics of protein folding. Consequently, most proteins used as 

models to study protein folding in vitro are not aggregation prone under conditions optimized for folding (B) 

(Figure was adapted from (Braselmann et al., 2013) with permission from the journal) 

1.2.2 Protein folding inside the living cell and the proteostasis network 

The in vivo folding environment stands in stark contrast to the dilute environment of the test tube, 

where folding is usually observed without any intermolecular interactions (Braselmann et al., 2013). 

The most striking difference in vivo is the presence of high concentrations of co-solutes, such as salts, 

osmolytes, and up to 400 mg/mL of macromolecules, such as proteins and nucleic acids (McConkey, 

1982; Zimmerman and Trach, 1991). Hence, the cytosol is a very dense, viscous solution, which 

promotes non-specific interactions between macromolecules. These interactions have a detrimental 
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effect on the folding landscape, as they drive folding proteins into aggregation (Espargaró et al., 2008; 

Ignatova et al., 2007) (Figure 4 and Figure 6). In addition, proteins are synthesized as unfolded linear 

polypeptide chains by the ribosome, starting at the N-terminus. Translation often kinetically delays 

folding and hence alters the folding landscape by prolonging the time a protein persists in an unfolded 

or partially folded state (Ciryam et al., 2013b). Hence, during synthesis, many proteins remain prone 

to misfolding and aggregation until their stable native tertiary or quaternary state is reached. Finally, 

changes in the composition and chemical properties of the cellular milieu affect protein folding and 

stability in vivo. Even though the cell is a tightly regulated environment, changes in temperature, redox 

potential, pH, or ionic strength may arise under stress conditions, induced either internally, for 

example during aging (Hipp et al., 2014; Sharma and Chatterji, 2010), or by changes in the external 

environment (Micevski and Dougan, 2013). We know from in vitro experiments that proteins are only 

marginally stable due to the importance of conformational flexibility in generating biological activity 

(DePristo et al., 2005; Gruebele, 2005). Hence, because protein folding and stability are evolutionarily 

adapted to the proteins natural localization and environmental conditions inside the cell (Grahnen et 

al., 2011; Levy et al., 2012), cellular stress unavoidably shifts the fragile conformational equilibrium 

of proteins by destabilizing the native state and thus tends to drive proteins into toxic aggregates 

(Figure 6). 

In light of the constant threat of protein misfolding and aggregation, cells in all three branches of the 

tree of life have developed strategies to optimize protein folding efficiency and maintain a healthy 

conformational equilibrium of their proteome, even under stress conditions. The maintenance of 

protein homeostasis is also termed proteostasis (Roth and Balch, 2011). To ensure the integrity of its 

proteome, the cell invests in a complex protein quality control machinery that consists of a network of 

host factors that synergistically guide proteins from synthesis through degradation. These cost factors 

assist in folding, ensure conformational integrity, and control aggregation under stress conditions by 

complexing non-native proteins and/or sequestrating them into transient, reversible assemblies of 

proteins for temporary deposition, such as stress granules (Miller et al., 2015). These host factors can 

partially dissolve aggregates and mediate the degradation of damaged and irreversibly misfolded 

proteins. This so-called proteostasis network (PN) consists of three major components: (1) folding 

helpers, collectively called molecular chaperones, which mediate protein folding, trafficking, and 

conformational repair and therefore play the central role in the PN (Figure 6) (Kim et al., 2013); (2) 

folding catalysts that accelerate aforementioned slow-folding reactions that can lead to off-pathway 

misfolding events such as proline mis-isomerization (Brandts et al., 1975; Schmidpeter and Schmid, 

2015; Wedemeyer et al., 2002) and incorrect disulfide bond formation (Fass, 2012; Song and 

Scheraga, 2000); and (3) factors that mediate protein degradation, such as the prokaryotic AAA+ 

proteases (Buchberger, 2013) or the eukaryotic ubiquitin-proteasome system and autophagy (Cohen-

kaplan et al., 2016). Hence, the PN is a highly flexible system that not only maintains the cellular 

proteome but has the ability to remodel it, which allows cells to adapt to internal changes (e.g., those 
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that occur during different stages of the cell cycle) as well as changes in the environment (Powers and 

Balch, 2013; Powers et al., 2009).  

In addition, cells can respond to harsh environmental conditions that cause increased protein 

aggregation such as high temperatures or oxidative stress by temporarily upregulating the expression 

of PN proteins through multiple stress response pathways. These stress response pathways sense a 

proteostasis imbalance. Examples are the unfolded protein response, the oxidative stress response, or 

the heat shock response (Akerfelt et al., 2010; Hetz et al., 2015; Pincus, 2016; Schumann, 2016; 

Truscott et al., 2011; Walter and Ron, 2011; Zhang et al., 2015). The proteostasis network is vital for 

cellular fitness and survival, and not surprisingly, cells dedicate a tremendous amount of energy into 

the PN, which comprises about 10-15 % of the entire mammalian proteome (Hipp et al., 2014). The 

knock-out of PN components or a decline in PN capacity, for example during aging, causes an 

imbalance in the conformational equilibrium of the cellular proteome, which leads to increased protein 

aggregation and eventually cell death (Hipp et al., 2014; Labbadia and Morimoto, 2015). Under 

circumstances of excessive protein aggregation inside the cell, amorphous or fibrillar, the PN capacity 

is massively diminished since most chaperones are trapped bound to aggregates. This is a cause and a 

consequence of several human chronic diseases (Labbadia and Morimoto, 2015). Hence, the PN 

constitutes a target for drug development (Assimon et al., 2013; Taldone et al., 2014). 

In light of the central role of molecular chaperones in the PN and human diseases associated with the 

decline of the PN, it is crucial to gain a better understanding of the mechanisms of chaperone action. 

This thesis primarily focuses on interactions between chaperones and folding proteins and how 

chaperones affect the protein folding landscape. Therefore, the chaperone concept is discussed in 

further detail in the next sections. The mechanisms of chaperone function are also illustrated with a 

few prominent examples of molecular chaperones. 

1.3 Mechanisms of chaperone function 

Molecular chaperones are ubiquitous proteins that are conserved throughout all branches of life (Kim 

et al., 2013), suggesting that chaperones have existed since the very early stages of life. Although 

molecular chaperones are generally thought of as proteins, recently other molecules such as osmolytes, 

nucleic acids, and polyphosphate have been found to play roles in protein folding as well (Docter et 

al., 2016; Gray et al., 2014; Ignatova and Gierasch, 2006). Due to their role in the cellular stress 

response, chaperones were first discovered in cells that were exposed to heat stress. Cells respond to 

heat induced folding stress by upregulating the expression of a set of proteins, collectively called heat 

shock proteins (Hsps). Many heat shock proteins are molecular chaperones that are classified into 

different groups based on sequence or structural homology. These groups were initially named 

according to their monomeric molecular weights: Hsp40s, Hsp60s, Hsp90s, Hsp100s etc. (Figure 7, 

Figure 8, and Figure 9) (Kim et al., 2013). In addition, other chaperones have been identified in 
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different subcellular compartments, which do not fit into this classification, some of which are under 

the control of stress response systems other than the general heat shock response (Allen et al., 2009; 

Kim et al., 2013; Quan and Bardwell, 2012). The various classes of chaperones have been found to 

work synergistically in the proteostasis network to ensure proper folding of synthesized or stress-

denatured proteins inside cellular compartments (Balchin et al., 2016; Goemans et al., 2014). Hence, 

many chaperones are not only produced under stress conditions but are also essential for housekeeping 

functions. Although, as postulated by Anfinsen, any protein has the potential to fold into its native 

state on its own, it is now known that in the complex, crowded environment of the cell, the majority of 

proteins require the network of molecular chaperones in order to fold quantitatively on a biologically 

relevant time scale (Hartl, 1996; Kerner et al., 2005). In view of their importance for cellular health, it 

is important to understand the mechanism by which chaperones assist in protein folding. 

1.3.1 Molecular chaperones and kinetic partitioning of folding proteins 

Even though the various classes of chaperones are structurally very different, they all follow the same 

basic mechanistic principles of target recognition. By definition, a molecular chaperone is a protein or 

molecule that binds to and assists in the folding and/or assembly of another protein or protein complex 

without being part of its final structure (Figure 6) (Hartl, 1996). Chaperones target non-natively folded 

proteins by binding to hydrophobic segments and unstructured portions of the polypeptide backbone 

exposed by the substrate or client protein. Most proteins expose hydrophobic surfaces and regions of 

unstructured backbone during their synthesis, or because of cellular stress-induced unfolding, 

misfolding, or damage through oxidation. Not surprisingly, most chaperones have low client 

specificity (Balchin et al., 2016). As a result, the client binding site of most chaperones exhibits an 

inherent structural flexibility to accommodate client proteins of different size, shape, and folded state 

(Bardwell and Jakob, 2012; Hoffmann et al., 2010; Joachimiak et al., 2014; Mayer and Breton, 2015). 

In addition to their general affinity for hydrophobic surfaces, in many cases, complementary 

electrostatic interactions are an important factor for chaperone-client binding (Clerico et al., 2015; 

Joachimiak et al., 2014; Karagöz et al., 2014; Perrett et al., 1997). Apart from the chemical properties 

of client binding, different classes of chaperones recognize structurally different binding motifs on 

their client proteins, implying that the functional space of chaperones does not completely overlap. 

Generally, two different binding modes have been described for chaperones: (1) the chaperone 

recognizes defined short structural or sequence motifs on its client protein with high affinity, or (2) the 

client protein is bound as a structurally dynamic ensemble. In the first case, bound client segments 

experience low conformational flexibility, whereas in the latter case, the client protein interacts 

through many weak non-covalent bonds over a broad binding surface with the chaperone. This allows 

the client protein to undergo conformational changes while bound to the chaperone (Figure 5) 

(Burmann and Hiller, 2015). For example, Hsp70s bind to short unfolded stretches of a polypeptide 

chain through a small client binding cleft (Clerico et al., 2015), whereas Hsp90s usually target an 
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already partially folded state via a broad binding surface (Karagöz and Rüdiger, 2015; Mayer and 

Breton, 2015). This indicates that Hsp70 may operate earlier during de-novo protein folding than does 

Hsp90 (Balchin et al., 2016). Indeed, some Hsp70 homologues have been found to directly associate 

with the ribosome to aid in folding (Peisker et al., 2010). 

 

Figure 5: Two modes of chaperone-client interaction. (A) The chaperone (blue) recognizes distinct sites 

(magenta) on the client or substrate protein (orange). While unbound parts of the client protein are free to move 

and can possibly adopt a more folded state, bound segments exhibit low conformational flexibility defined by 

the client binding site on the chaperone. (B) Client protein interacts with the chaperone through many weak 

non-specific interactions through a broad surface, which allows the client protein to interchange conformations 

while bound to the chaperone (image taken from (Burmann and Hiller, 2015) with permission from the journal). 

By shielding hydrophobic surfaces, chaperones prevent cell-toxic protein aggregation by lowering the 

concentration of aggregation-prone folding intermediates. Generally, it is thought that complete 

protein folding is only achieved after release of the client from the chaperone as hydrophobic surfaces 

bound by the chaperone presumably need to be buried inside the core for folding to be complete (Kim 

et al., 2013; Mattoo and Goloubinoff, 2014). In contrast, unbound parts of the client’s polypeptide 

chain can presumably fold in the presence of the chaperone (Rüßmann et al., 2012; Walton et al., 

2009). Optimal folding is achieved when client binding to the chaperone is faster than aggregation, 

and folding after chaperone release is faster than re-binding to the chaperone (Figure 6). Consistently, 

many chaperones have been documented to bind their non-native client proteins very rapidly (Fekkes 

et al., 1995; Joachimiak et al., 2014; Maier et al., 2001; Perrett et al., 1997). Such a kinetic portioning 

mechanism implies that chaperones prevent misfolding and aggregation of their client proteins, but do 

not catalyze the folding reaction themselves. Hence, to assist slow-folding or frequently misfolding 

proteins, chaperones either must undergo several binding and release cycles or, if folding fails, transfer 

these clients to other chaperones with different mechanistic properties (e.g., from Hsp70 to Hsp60). 

Client proteins that fail to fold to their native state entirely, even after multiple such cycles, are 

transferred to the degradation machinery, highlighting the interplay of different components of the PN 

(Kim et al., 2013). As a consequence, protein stability in vivo may be kinetically controlled, which 

counterbalances the inherently marginal thermodynamic stability of most proteins. This mechanism of 
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chaperone action implies that client release is a regulated process, which will be discussed in the next 

section. 

 

Figure 6: Folding helpers, such as molecular chaperones, prevent off-pathway misfolding and 

aggregation. Proteins are inherently vulnerable to misfolding and aggregation in the crowded environment of 

the cell. To ensure proteome integrity, cells invest a tremendous amount of energy in a network of folding 

helpers called the proteostasis network (PN). (A) A more realistic protein folding energy landscape without the 

assumption of total isolation (compare to Figure 1). While proteins may sample partially folded states along their 

folding pathways, or partially unfold due to a change in environmental parameters (green), they are prone to 

aggregation (red). Although most aggregates are amorphous, the misfolded state of some proteins tends to form 

thermodynamically very stable β-sheet-rich fibrillar aggregates called amyloid fibrils. Proteins folding via a 

multi-state transition that populate partially folded intermediate states are usually more aggregation-prone than 

two-state folders and thus are particularly vulnerable in the crowded environment of the cell. Molecular 

chaperones constitute the central part of the PN, as they prevent misfolding and assist in folding potentially by 

lowering energy barriers that trap folding proteins in a partially folded or misfolded state. In addition, they 

prevent unwanted intermolecular interactions, which result in cell-toxic aggregation (red). (B) Molecular 

chaperones generally assist in protein folding by kinetically sequestering non-natively folded proteins, which 

otherwise aggregate, also referred to as kinetic partitioning. Hence, efficient folding is achieved if the rate 

constant for folding (kfold) is faster than binding to the chaperone (kon) and binding is faster than aggregation 

(kagg). The affinity of a chaperone is often regulated allosterically through conformational changes mediated 

either by ATP binding and hydrolysis or other external, often stress related factors. Hence, client protein release 

is regulated and is thought to be necessary for complete folding. (Figure adapted from (Balchin et al., 2016) with 

permission from the Journal). 

1.3.2 Holding or folding? Regulation of chaperone function and client release 

The fate of the bound client, whether it is assisted in folding or not, is determined by the class of 

chaperone it is bound to and the environmental conditions. Molecular chaperones can be divided into 

two categories based on whether they directly facilitate the folding of their client or not; they are thus 
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sometimes referred to as “foldases” and “holdases.” Since the “ase” suffix implies enzyme activity, a 

more appropriate terminology may be folding and holding chaperones (Mattoo and Goloubinoff, 2014; 

Winter and Jakob, 2004a). Although both types of chaperones recognize exposed hydrophobic 

surfaces on non-native proteins, folding chaperones reversibly bind their client proteins and hence 

guide their client proteins to the native state, sometimes through iterative release and rebinding cycles. 

Holding chaperones, on the other hand, bind very tightly to their client proteins. In doing so, they not 

only prevent aggregation but also prevent (re)folding. Hence holding chaperones exhibit strong anti-

folding activity (Huang et al., 2016). To promote folding, holding chaperones necessarily have to 

transfer their bound client protein to a folding chaperone (Kim et al., 2013). Thus, client binding and 

release occurs in a coordinated fashion in most cases of folding and holding chaperones, namely 

through conformational changes that switch the chaperone between low and high client affinity states. 

In many cases, this switch is achieved in the high affinity state by the exposure of surface enriched in 

essential hydrophobic residues that recognizes and binds to the client protein. These residues are 

partially buried in the low affinity state, resulting in a decrease in the chaperone’s affinity for the 

client. Examples of folding chaperones that follow this mechanism are the Hsp60 chaperonin GroEL 

as well as the conditionally activated chaperone HdeA of E. coli. GroEL mediates this high to low 

affinity switch through ATP-driven conformational changes (Figure 7) (Saibil et al., 2013). In 

contrast, HdeA exposes a client binding site upon pH shift to acidic conditions (Foit et al., 2013). 

Similarly, some folding chaperones, especially in ATP-devoid cellular compartments, and many 

holding chaperones sense protein aggregation-promoting changes in the environment such as through 

shifts in temperature, pH, or redox potential, which increase their client binding affinity (Franzmann et 

al., 2008; Tapley et al., 2010; Teixeira et al., 2015; Winter and Jakob, 2004a). In addition, structural 

rearrangements can lock a client protein in the chaperone’s client binding site, as was observed for 

Hsp70 or bacterial Hsp90. Like Hsp60, such structural rearrangements are coordinated allosterically 

by ATP binding and hydrolysis (Figure 8 and Figure 9), which allows these chaperones to switch 

quickly between the high and low affinity states that are required to promote protein folding (Kim et 

al., 2013; Mayer, 2013; Mayer and Breton, 2015). These ATP-driven chaperone cycles are further 

regulated by other co-factors, many of which are holding chaperones (also often termed co-

chaperones). For example, Hsp90 in the cytosol of mammalian cells cooperates with over 20 known 

co-chaperones (Figure 9) (Röhl et al., 2013). Differences in client specificity and regulation of 

expression of co-chaperones allow the cell to fine-tune client specificity and the capacity of their 

folding machines through co-chaperones. In addition, co-chaperones often alter the conformational 

equilibrium of their concomitant folding chaperone upon interaction either by stimulating the ATP-

driven conformational cycles or arresting the chaperone in a specific conformation custom tailored to 

the needs of the particular client protein (Clerico et al., 2015; Hayer-Hartl et al., 2016; Röhl et al., 

2013). Hence, post-translational regulation of folding chaperones is an essential feature that not only 
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allows a controlled client release, but also provides the cell with a tool to quickly respond to and fine-

tune the chaperone response to different environmental conditions (Balchin et al., 2016). 

Under conditions that cause excessive protein unfolding and aggregation, such as heat or oxidative 

stress, chaperone expression is upregulated through stress response pathways. Under these conditions, 

when proteome integrity is in danger and ATP levels are low, holding chaperones act as molecular 

vacuums that suck up unfolding proteins to buffer aggregation of the cellular proteome. Thus, 

chaperones keep their client proteins in a folding-competent state until the environmental conditions 

shift back to normal, at which point bound client proteins are slowly turned over to folding 

chaperones. Examples of holding chaperones are Hsp40s, which function as co-chaperones of Hsp70 

foldases (Clerico et al., 2015), SecB, which is a member of the Sec pathway in E. coli that transfers 

unfolded protein to SecA (Huang et al., 2016), E. coli Hsp33 and eukaryotic Get3, which are redox 

regulated holding chaperones (Groitl et al., 2016; Voth et al., 2014), as well as the small heat shock 

proteins (sHsps) and peroxiredoxins, both of which become chaperone-active at elevated temperatures 

and have been shown to transfer their client proteins to Hsp70 foldases (Teixeira et al., 2015; Treweek 

et al., 2015). 

The two categories of folding and holding chaperones are the extremes; in fact, there is a whole 

spectrum of chaperones that lie in between. Depending on the client protein and the environmental 

conditions, some chaperones switch from folding to holding or vice versa (Huang et al., 2016; Winter 

and Jakob, 2004a). For example, under heat stress, ATP levels are low, causing Hsp70 to switch from 

folding to holding. Similar observations were made for GroEL (Mattoo and Goloubinoff, 2014) In 

addition, though most folding chaperones are ATP-dependent, some ATP-independent chaperones 

have been found to exhibit folding activity as well. These include the bacterial chaperone Tigger 

Factor, which associates with the ribosome and hence functions very early on in de novo protein 

folding (Hoffmann et al., 2010). Other examples are the bacterial chaperones HdeA and Spy (Quan et 

al., 2011; Tapley et al., 2010). Spy is the major focus of this thesis and will therefore be discussed in 

great detail below. 

1.3.3 Do folding chaperones accelerate client folding rates? 

The extent to which folding chaperones such as the bacterial chaperonin GroEL or Hsp70 alter the 

folding energy landscape upon interaction with their client proteins and therefore affect folding is still 

a matter of debate (Ambrose et al., 2015; Clerico et al., 2015; Hayer-Hartl et al., 2016; Park et al., 

2005; Tyagi et al., 2011). According to the kinetic partitioning mechanism, chaperones may be seen to 

act solely in a passive manner. This implies that they keep their client proteins in a folding-competent 

state by preventing misfolding and aggregation, and allowing sequential domain folding of larger 

proteins, but do not directly influence the folding energy landscape and therefore folding kinetics or 

pathways (Apetri and Horwich, 2008; Clare et al., 2012; Horst et al., 2007; Horwich and Fenton, 2009; 
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Horwich et al., 2009; Saibil et al., 2013). ATP consumption may then only act to regulate client 

release or transfer to another chaperone (Saibil et al., 2013). A prominent example is the Anfinsen’s 

cage model for GroEL (Horwich et al., 2009). On the other hand, most ATP-consuming folding 

chaperones have been shown to pull proteins out of a thermodynamically stable misfolded state 

(Clerico et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2008; Priya et al., 2013a; Sharma et al., 2008, 2010; Shtilerman et al., 

1999), for which they are sometimes also termed “unfoldases” (Mattoo and Goloubinoff, 2014). The 

unfoldase concept depicts chaperones as motors that unfold misfolded client proteins by iterative 

binding and release cycles that may require mechanical movements driven by energy consumption in 

the form of ATP. Binding to the chaperone is thought to catalytically lower the energy barrier for 

unfolding and thereby drive the misfolded client protein out of local energy minimum in which it is 

trapped. The partially unfolded client protein is then released to fold on its own in solution or to rebind 

to the chaperone, as outlined above (Mattoo and Goloubinoff, 2014). If binding of a client protein to a 

chaperone catalyzes unfolding, then it may also be conceivable that chaperones generally smooth the 

rugged folding energy landscape of proteins that fold through one or many on-pathway intermediate 

states. Chaperones may therefore act as catalysts that generally lower energy barriers and enhance 

folding kinetics/pathways (Figure 6). For example, there is evidence that the chaperone GroEL 

remodels the folding energy landscape of TIM barrel proteins, yielding increased folding rates 

(Georgescauld et al., 2014). However, it is not clear if the increased folding rate observed is due to a 

direct catalysis of TIM barrel folding by GroEL or due to catalyzed unfolding or even a simple 

prevention of the formation of kinetically stable misfolded states (Ambrose et al., 2015). The latter 

possibility suggests either the unfoldase or passive model. Similarly, Hsp90 is speculated to lower 

energy barriers and hence help its client proteins to interconvert between active and inactive 

conformations (Park et al., 2011a; Verba et al., 2016). Thus far, there is no evidence that Hsp70 affects 

the folding rates of its client proteins (Clerico et al., 2015). 

In the context of this controversy, the next sections focus on the mechanistic and structural aspects of 

chaperone assisted protein folding exemplified by the classic folding chaperones Hsp60, Hsp70, and 

Hsp90, and by the molecular chaperone Spy, which is the focus of this thesis. Unlike the classic 

cytosolic folding chaperones, which are complex, large folding machineries regulated allosterically by 

ATP consumption and co-chaperones, Spy mediates client folding independently of co-factors (Quan 

et al., 2011). The following sections therefore highlight the mechanisms of client recognition and 

effects the chaperones have on protein folding, while the structural and mechanistic aspects of ATP-

driven conformational changes are only mentioned briefly. 

1.3.3.1 Hsp60 

The Hsp60 family of chaperones, also called chaperonins, is found in all three branches of the tree of 

life (Kim et al., 2013) and can be divided into two groups based on sequence homology. Type I 

chaperonins are encoded in the genome of most bacteria and in the endosymbiotic organelles of 
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eukaryotes, whereas type II chaperonins facilitate protein folding in most archaea and in the eukaryotic 

cytosol. Although they show significant differences in primary sequence, both types are structurally 

conserved and share many mechanistic similarities. Both form oligomeric back-to-back stacked 

double-ring structures that provide two chambers with unique properties that allow the client protein to 

fold in isolation, thereby avoiding unwanted intermolecular interactions with the cellular proteome 

(Figure 7). In both types, each monomer consists of three domains. The N-terminal apical domain 

mediates recognition and binding of the client protein and exhibits the most structural differences 

between the two types. The C-terminal ATPase domain is connected to the apical domain via an 

intermediate or hinge domain (Hayer-Hartl et al., 2016; Lopez et al., 2015). The ATPase domain, also 

called the equatorial domain due to its position at the interface of both rings, harbors most of the 

interaction surfaces that stabilize the oligomeric double ring structure and mediate the allosterically-

controlled conformational changes of the chaperone cycle driven by ATP binding and hydrolysis 

(Hayer-Hartl et al., 2016; Lopez et al., 2015). The bacterial type I chaperonins (e.g., E. coli GroEL) 

and some archaeal type II chaperonins (also called thermosomes) are built of 7 and 8 or 9 identical 

monomers, respectively (Hayer-Hartl et al., 2016; Lopez et al., 2015). On the other hand, each ring of 

the eukaryotic chaperonin TRiC (TCP-1 Ring Complex, also called CCT (Chaperonin Containing 

TCP-1 complex)) contains 8 paralogous monomers that provide asymmetry in all steps of the 

chaperone cycle, crucial for the folding of increasingly complex eukaryotic genomes (Figure 7 D) 

(Joachimiak et al., 2014).  

The ATP-driven chaperone cycle of both types of chaperonins shares certain similarities, as shown in 

Figure 7. Binding of non-native client proteins is mediated through patches of hydrophobic residues 

exposed in the apical domains of an empty ring. Hydrophobic interactions between chaperonin and 

client are accompanied by electrostatic interactions in both types, as both exhibit a negative net charge 

(Joachimiak et al., 2014; Perrett et al., 1997). After client binding, ATP binding and hydrolysis in the 

equatorial domains triggers a conformational change in the apical domain mediated through the 

intermediate domain, which lowers client affinity and therefore releases the client protein into the 

chamber. At the same time, the chamber closes. Relatively slow ATP hydrolysis gives the client 

protein time to fold inside the chamber. After completion of ATP hydrolysis, ADP and client are 

released. Client rebinding may occur if folding is incomplete (Hayer-Hartl et al., 2016; Joachimiak et 

al., 2014). The chamber of both chaperonin types is large enough to encapsulate client proteins up to 

60 kDa (Hayer-Hartl et al., 2016; Lopez et al., 2015). Larger client proteins may still use the 

chaperonin system by binding to the apical client binding sites, which has been shown to facilitate 

folding outside the chamber (Chaudhuri et al., 2009; Priya et al., 2013a). In addition, partial 

encapsulation of larger multidomain proteins has been reported for TRiC, which allows isolated 

folding of domains separately (Roh et al., 2016a; Rüßmann et al., 2012). Apart from hydrophobicity-

mediated client interaction, other commonalities of client binding and release have been reported for 

both chaperonin types. Several hydrophobic segments of the client may bind to several or all apical 
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domains simultaneously, which has been reported to partially unfold the client protein, potentially by 

binding to less structured states selected out of the flexible client ensemble (Farr et al., 2000; Priya et 

al., 2013a; Villebeck et al., 2007). Client unfolding may be further fostered through conformational 

changes triggered by ATP binding (Lin et al., 2008). This may pull the client protein out of a 

kinetically trapped misfolded state. In addition, client release into the chamber may occur sequentially. 

In the case of GroEL, bound segments with increased hydrophobicity may get released later than 

segments with less hydrophobicity. This controlled release may delay the hydrophobic collapse and 

hence the formation of non-native hydrophobic interactions and therefore misfolding (Chen et al., 

2013; Motojima, 2015). As mentioned above, TRiC adds another layer to control client release as each 

monomer exhibits client binding sites with distinct sets of charged and hydrophilic residues 

surrounding the hydrophobic binding patch. This allows selective binding of distinct client segments 

and hence a pre-orientation of the bound client protein, potentially mediating a productive sequential 

folding upon release (Joachimiak et al., 2014; Roh et al., 2016b; Tam et al., 2009). Differences in ATP 

binding affinity of each of the 8 TRiC monomers (4 with high affinity and 4 with low affinity, see 

Figure 7 D) may lead to timely delayed conformational changes and hence may facilitate an ordered 

release of client segments into the chamber, again potentially avoiding misfolding of topologically 

complex client proteins (Jiang et al., 2011; Reissmann et al., 2012). Similarly to Hsp90 (see below), 

TRiC has also been shown to fulfill regulatory functions by interacting with natively folded proteins, 

thereby inhibiting protein function (Svanström and Grantham, 2016). 

While ATP-driven conformational cycles and mechanisms of client recognition are rather well 

established, what happens inside the chamber is less clear. The interior lining of the cavity of both 

GroEL and TRiC is hydrophilic in the closed state. Whereas the GroEL cavity exhibits an overall 

negative net charge, the interior wall of TRiC forms a gradient of positive to negative net charge from 

one side of the chamber to the other (Chaudhry et al., 2003; Leitner et al., 2012). Interestingly, 

conformational changes that lead to the closure of the GroEL cavity and ejection of the client protein 

into the chamber, bury most of the hydrophobic residues in the apical domain involved in initial client 

binding (Clare et al., 2012). In contrast, the conformational changes inducing cage closure of TRiC 

only minorly affect the apical client binding site, making it available for client binding even in the 

closed conformation (Dekker et al., 2011; Joachimiak et al., 2014). Not much is known about the 

interactions of the encapsulated client protein with the chaperonin wall; however, its charged nature is 

thought to drive the formation of a hydrophobic core and minimize the interaction of the encapsulated 

polypeptide chain with the cage wall (Gupta et al., 2014). Experimental evidence from electron  
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Figure 7: The two classes of Hsp60 form 

folding cages. (A, C) Both the bacterial 

chaperonin type I tetradecameric GroEL (A, 

PDB ID: 1PFQ) and the eukaryotic 

chaperonin type II hexadecameric TRiC (C, 

PDB ID: 4V94) form double-ring structures 

that undergo conformational changes driven 

by ATP binding and hydrolysis (B, D) in 

order to bind and encapsulate non-natively 

folded client proteins. The ADP-bound state 

closed conformation is shown on the left in 

the grey surface representation. One 

monomer of each is shown in the schematic 

representation, with domains colored in red 

(apical), yellow (intermediate), and blue 

(equatorial) from N to C terminus. Cartoons 

of the isolated monomers in both the open 

and closed conformations are shown in the 

middle and right to illustrate the 

conformational changes mediated by ATP 

binding and hydrolysis. ADP bound to the 

equatorial domain in the closed state is 

shown in blue (adenosine) and red 

(phosphates) spheres. Note that the bacterial 

chaperonin GroEL forms a complex with its  

co-chaperone GroES (purple), which functions as a lid to encapsulate the client protein in the closed state. The 

eukaryotic TRiC, on the other hand, contains a built in lid in the form of an α-helical extension in the apical 

domain. (B) ATP-driven chaperone cycle of GroEL. Binding of non-natively folded client to the apical domains 

of an empty heptameric ring triggers ATP and GroES binding to the same ring (cis ring), which releases the 

client protein into the chamber. Client folding occurs inside the chamber until all ATP molecules in the 

equatorial domains are hydrolyzed. This allows ATP binding to the opposite ring (trans ring), which as a result 

triggers ADP, GroES, and client release in the cis ring. Client rebinding may occur if folding was unsuccessful. 

(D) ATP-driven chaperone cycle of TRiC. Each octameric ring of the hexadecamer consists of eight sequentially 

different but homologous monomers, offering client binding sites in the apical domains with distinct chemical 

properties. Depending on the chemical properties of the client protein, a non-native client protein may interact 

with a distinct subset of apical domains (left). Following client binding, ATP binds to the equatorial domains in a 

sequential fashion due to differences in ATP binding affinity. This triggers sequential conformational changes 

that result in a sequential client release into the chamber and closing of the chamber (middle). Folding inside the 

chamber may occur during ATP hydrolysis. The polarized environment of the chamber may aid in client folding 

(right). (Figure adapted from (Balchin et al., 2016) with permission from the Journal). 
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microscope and X-ray structures as well as single molecule spectroscopy conducted with GroEL and 

TRiC in the closed state suggests interactions of the chaperonin wall with folding intermediates of 

certain client proteins (Chen et al., 2013; Dekker et al., 2011; Hofmann et al., 2010). These 

interactions may improve client folding yields but sacrifice folding rates. In addition, the inherent 

asymmetry of TRiC has been shown to be essential for successful folding of specific eukaryotic 

proteins such as actin, which can’t be folded by GroEL (Tian et al., 1995). 

About 10% of the E. coli and yeast proteomes have been reported to utilize the chaperonins for folding 

(Balchin et al., 2016). Although there are no clear binding motifs, these client proteins share some 

very broad overall structural similarities. For instance, many of them have complex topologies that are 

stabilized by many long range contacts. As a result, many chaperonin substrates have rugged folding 

landscapes in which kinetically trapped folding intermediates and misfolded states are frequently 

populated (Azia et al., 2012; Kerner et al., 2005; Narayanan et al., 2016; Yam et al., 2008). It is 

postulated that encapsulation may enhance folding rates for these complex folders. However, whether 

or not client encapsulation affects the folding landscape of a chaperone client and therefore enhances 

folding rates is not yet clear. Three models of chaperone action for GroEL have been proposed. In the 

first model, GroEL may act passively by completely isolating the folding client protein and thereby 

preventing aggregation. This model is supported by data collected for a number of proteins, showing 

that folding kinetics are independent of whether folding takes place or not while encapsulated or while 

free in solution (Apetri and Horwich, 2008; Brinker et al., 2001; Horwich et al., 2009; Tyagi et al., 

2011). The second model proposes that spatial confinement and electrostatic repulsion of GroEL’s 

interior may enhance client folding rates. Such an enhancement in rate has been shown experimentally 

for proteins that populate entropically stabilized (i.e., flexible) intermediate states with higher 

probability. In these cases, spatial confinement may reduce the entropic penalty associated with 

folding by destabilizing flexible intermediates (see Table 1). In addition, the flexible C termini of each 

subunit pointing inside the chamber may entropically support the folding process via entropic transfer 

(Brinker et al., 2001; Chakraborty et al., 2010; Georgescauld et al., 2014; Gupta et al., 2014; Weaver 

and Rye, 2014; Zhang and Kelly, 2014). In contrast, the third model proposes that iterative binding 

and release of the client protein to the apical domains may enhance folding rates by pulling client 

proteins out of an enthalpically stable misfolded state. This mechanism may especially apply to 

proteins that are too large to enter the folding chamber (Priya et al., 2013a). In a fourth potential 

model, protein folding yields may be improved via interaction of the folding client protein with the 

interior wall of the chaperonin in the closed conformation, slowing down folding (Hofmann et al., 

2010; Sirur and Best, 2013). 

1.3.3.2 Hsp70 

Hsp70 is conserved both in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. It is the most versatile chaperone, involved 

not only in protein (re)folding of the major part of the proteome, but also in cellular trafficking, 
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protein aggregate disassembly, protein degradation, etc. Hence, depending on the organism, the 

genome may encode multiple paralogues of Hsp70. Hsp70s function in conjunction with a set of co-

chaperones, collectively called Hsp40s or J-proteins, since they all contain a J-domain that is required 

for interaction with Hsp70 (Clerico et al., 2015). As each Hsp40 exhibits a somewhat distinct client 

specificity, Hsp70s client affinity is fine-tuned by its co-chaperones. In addition, Hsp70 requires 

nucleotide exchange factors, which trigger ADP to ATP exchange. The number of Hsp70 paralogues, 

J-proteins, and nucleotide exchange factors increases from prokaryotes to higher eukaryotes, reflecting 

the increased complexity of the proteome. In human cells, for example, about 50 J-proteins have been 

identified so far (Kampinga and Craig, 2010). Despite the apparent versatility of Hsp70s and co-

factors, all Hsp70s are structurally conserved and follow basically the same mechanistic principles 

(Figure 8). Hsp70s usually consist of two domains, an ATPase domain and a substrate binding domain 

(SBD). The SBD contains a β-sheet-rich N-terminal subdomain that recognizes short stretches of 

unfolded backbone of 5 to 7 amino acids exposed in non-native client proteins. This binding motif is 

enriched with hydrophobic residues often flanked by basic residues, indicating that electrostatic 

interactions are important for binding as well (Rüdiger et al., 1997). In addition, the SBD contains a C-

terminal α-helical subdomain. Opening and closing of this α-helical subdomain is mediated through 

ATP binding and hydrolysis (Figure 8) in the ATPase domain (Zhuravleva and Gierasch, 2015). It was 

previously thought that Hsp70 predominantly recognizes short unfolded polypeptide stretches and that 

its affinities for these binding motifs is regulated through the opening and closing motions of this α-

helical lid (Figure 8) (Clerico et al., 2015; Mayer, 2013; Zhuravleva and Gierasch, 2015). However, 

recent work suggests that the α-helical subdomain may not only close upon an unfolded polypeptide 

stretch, but rather also mediate contacts to more folded portions of the client protein, hence allowing 

Hsp70 to bind folding intermediates and even near-native conformations (Mashaghi et al., 2016) 

Under cellular stress such as heat shock, ATP levels are low and hence Hsp70 stays bound to its client 

protein in an ADP-mediated closed conformation, thereby preventing aggregation (Clerico et al., 

2015; Mashaghi et al., 2016; Mayer, 2013; Zhuravleva and Gierasch, 2015). Alternatively to 

nucleotide exchange factors, attenuator proteins exist in higher eukaryotes that can arrest Hsp70 in a 

ADP-bound state, delaying client release for further downstream folding and transfer to another 

chaperone or degradation (Li et al., 2013). In addition, some Hsp70s have been identified that contain 

an inactive ATPase domain. These Hsp70s don’t switch between high and low affinity states and 

hence exhibit fast client binding and release rates. An example is Ssz1, which directly associates with 

the ribosome in yeast (Leidig et al., 2013). 

Most high-resolution structural work on Hsp70 has been conducted with short model peptides from 

which general sequence preferences could be derived. These may vary somewhat from Hsp70 

homologue to homologue, but most of the client specificity is dictated by the accompanying Hsp40, as 

described above. Hsp70 binding motifs are found in most proteins and are usually buried in the 

hydrophobic core of natively folded proteins. However, they are exposed during protein synthesis and 
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under denaturing conditions such as heat or oxidative damage, and therefore are an indicator of protein 

folding stress (Clerico et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 8: Conformational cycle of Hsp70. (A) Open (left, PDB ID: 4B9Q) and closed (right, PDB ID: 2KHO) 

conformations of Hsp70 are shown as cartoons with bound nucleotide (ATP, left; ADP, right) depicted as blue 

(adenosine) and red (phosphates) spheres. The ATPase domain is colored in dark green, and the substrate 

binding domain (SBD) is colored in light green. In the closed state, a model peptide with the sequence 

NRLLTG (grew surface representation) is bound to the SBD. (B) Conformational cycle of Hsp70 that mediates 

client binding and release, controlled by co-chaperones Hsp40 and nucleotide exchange factors (NEF). The 

open conformation allows fast binding and release of the client protein, resulting in a relatively low client 

affinity. Once the Hsp40-client complex is bound to the ATP-bound state of Hsp70, ATP hydrolysis is 

triggered, which causes the α-helical subdomain to close over the bound polypeptide stretch, leading to the 

closed conformation of Hsp70. In this conformation, client binding and release is slow, yielding high client 

affinity. The ATPase activity has been reported to be higher with increased affinity to the bound polypeptide 

stretch and is further enhanced in the presence of an Hsp40 co-chaperone. Image taken from (Balchin et al., 

2016). (Figure adapted from (Balchin et al., 2016) with permission from the Journal). 

 

A high-resolution structure of a complex of Hsp70 with a bound client protein has not yet been 

obtained. Although there is evidence that Hsp70 recognizes the same binding motifs in full-length 

proteins as was determined in peptide studies, how binding affects the client protein is not well 

understood. Hsp70s are thought to undergo consecutive bind and release cycles with their client 

proteins, in which binding and release kinetics are custom tailored to the needs of the particular 

folding client protein through ATP and co-factors (Figure 8) (Clerico et al., 2015; Mashaghi et al., 
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2016). The unstructured C terminus of the SBD may function as a second client binding site to keep 

the client in close proximity, increasing the chance of client rebinding if necessary. Binding of Hsp70 

is thought to keep the client protein in a less structured state, thereby inhibiting misfolding and 

allowing the client protein to explore and form native-like secondary structure before a global 

hydrophobic collapse, either during protein synthesis or post stress-induced denaturation (Clerico et 

al., 2015). Very recently however, evidence has emerged that Hsp70 also recognizes folding 

intermediates and even native-like conformations of its client proteins. In addition, client folding may 

at least partially while bound to Hsp70 (Mashaghi et al., 2016). There is also evidence that Hsp70s can 

unfold misfolded or even folded proteins through selectively binding to conformations that transiently 

expose hydrophobic binding motives, shifting the folding equilibrium to more unfolded conformations 

and thereby remodeling the folding energy landscape (Clerico et al., 2015; Marcinowski et al., 2013; 

Mattoo and Goloubinoff, 2014). 

1.3.3.3 Hsp90 

Hsp90 is a homodimeric chaperone conserved in many bacteria and eukaryotes (Balchin et al., 2016). 

Each monomer consists of three domains: and N-terminal ATPase domain (NTD, green), a middle 

domain (MD, orange), and a C-terminal dimerization domain (CTD, blue). Hsp90 provides a large 

surface for client binding, mainly provided by the MD, but depending on the client, the binding site 

may stretch throughout all three domains. The client binding site is enriched in dispersed hydrophobic 

residues and exhibits an overall net negative charge, which is important for client binding (Karagöz 

and Rüdiger, 2015). 

Bacteria contain a single Hsp90 homologue, which functions independently of known co-chaperones. 

Hence, for bacterial Hsp90, ATP binding and hydrolysis and client binding determine the 

conformational cycle (Mayer and Breton, 2015). In contrast, the eukaryote yeast has two cytosolic 

Hsp90 paralogues, one of which is heat inducible. Eukaryotic Hsp90 assists in client folding through 

its interaction with many co-chaperones and with the folding chaperone Hsp70, which regulate 

Hsp90’s conformational equilibrium rather than solely affecting ATP binding and hydrolysis (Figure 

9) (Balchin et al., 2016; Mayer and Breton, 2015; Röhl et al., 2013). The co-chaperones act 

sequentially along the conformational cycle of Hsp90 by stabilizing certain conformations and 

enhancing Hsp90’s client specificity (Figure 9 B) (Röhl et al., 2013). Both bacterial and eukaryotic 

Hsp90 appear to preferentially bind partially folded proteins, but also exhibit some affinity for  
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Figure 9: Hsp90 is a flexible homodimer. (A) Open (left, bacterial, PDB ID: 2IOQ) and closed (right, yeast 

PDB ID: 2CG9) conformations of Hsp90 are shown in cartoon representation with bound nucleotide (ADP, 

right) depicted as blue (adenosine) and red (phosphates) spheres. The N-terminal ATPase domain (NTD) is 

colored in cyan, the middle domain (MD) in light blue, and the C-terminal dimerization domain (CTD) is 

colored in dark blue. In the ATP-free state, both monomers of Hsp90 exhibit a high degree of conformational 

flexibility. This apparent flexibility allows Hsp90 to accommodate clients of different sizes and conformational 

states. (B) The ATP-dependent conformational cycle of eukaryotic Hsp90 is regulated by co-chaperones and 

client binding. Client and ATP binding to the open conformation trigger Hsp90 to switch to a closed 

conformation, resulting in dimerization of the NTDs and increased ATPase activity. This step can be slowed 

down by the co-chaperones HOP and Cdc37. Although functionally different, both co-chaperones stabilize the 

open conformation of Hsp90, thereby delaying ATP hydrolysis, which is important for client binding (assisted 

through Cdc37) or transfer from Hsp70 (mediated through HOP). In contrast, Aha1 mediates transitions to the 

closed conformation and thereby fosters ATP hydrolysis. P23 acts late in the conformational cycle. It stabilizes 

the closed conformation after client binding, but inhibits ATPase activity. This keeps the Hsp90-client complex 

in the closed state and delays client release, which is important for the maturation of some client proteins. Note 

that there are many more co-factors than illustrated here. (Figure adapted from (Balchin et al., 2016) with 

permission from the Journal). 

unfolded and near-natively folded states. Hence, there is no common predictable binding motif known 

for Hsp90 to date (Karagöz and Rüdiger, 2015; Mayer and Breton, 2015). Although eukaryotic Hsp90 

assists in the folding of many proteins, it is especially important for the folding and conformational 

maturation and maintenance of proteins involved in signal transduction and metabolism. Many of 

these client proteins exhibit low intrinsic thermodynamic stability, and therefore unfold easily. This 
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tendency to unfold easily may be one criterion determining Hsp90’s client specificity (Balchin et al., 

2016; Taipale et al., 2012). For example, binding of Hsp90 to folded p53 shifts p53’s folding 

equilibrium towards a less folded state. Chaperone-client contacts are mediated through multiple weak 

non-specific and transient interactions along the broad binding surface on Hsp90, and p53 appears to 

be rather dynamic while bound (Park et al., 2011a, 2011b). In addition, a recent high-resolution cryo-

EM structure illustrates the interaction of human Hsp90 assisted by the co-chaperone Cdc37 with the 

thermodynamically marginally stable client protein kinase Cdk4. The complex reveals interactions of 

unfolded and partially folded segments of the kinase with Hsp90. Both studies demonstrate Hsp90’s 

capacity to accommodate both unfolded and partially folded states. Cdc37 recruits Cdk4 to Hsp90 and 

stabilizes it in the complex with Hsp90 (Verba et al., 2016). Hsp90 in complex with the intrinsically 

disordered protein Tau, recently solved via NMR, reveals that Hsp90 recognizes a distinct stretch on 

Tau that is enriched in hydrophobic residues and positive charge (Karagöz et al., 2014). These 

examples demonstrate how the large amphiphilic client binding surface allows the accommodation of 

client proteins with different structures and dynamics. 

1.4 The molecular chaperone Spy 

Despite three decades since the discovery of molecular chaperones, whether chaperones actually 

catalyze protein folding or not, is still debated. This lack of knowledge is in part due to the structural 

and mechanistic complexity of the classic folding chaperones Hsp60, Hsp70, or Hsp90, as well as their 

dependence on co-factors (Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9). Together these complicating factors have 

hampered detailed, atomic-level analyses of the specific interactions that occur between a client 

protein and its chaperone during the process of folding (Clerico et al., 2015; Hayer-Hartl et al., 2016; 

Karagöz and Rüdiger, 2015). Atomic-resolution data would provide insights into the interactions 

between a chaperone and a client protein as well as the effects of chaperones on the client’s folding 

landscape. Contrarily to the large folding machineries of the cytosol, some ATP-independent 

chaperones are structurally simpler and yet still exhibit folding activity. These properties render these 

chaperones valuable for conducting detailed, high-resolution studies of the effect that folding 

chaperones have on protein folding. 

One of these ATP-independent folding chaperones is the stress response protein Spy. Spy is part of the 

proteostasis network of the E. coli periplasm (Allen et al., 2009; Goemans et al., 2014). Its chaperone 

activity was first discovered via a genetic selection system developed by Bardwell and co-workers that 

directly links the in vivo folding stability of a protein to antibiotic resistance (Foit et al., 2009; Quan et 

al., 2011). By giving E. coli the choice between death and stabilizing an unstable mutant of the protein 

Im7 (L53A I54A), which is trapped in its folding intermediate state (Figure 3) (Capaldi et al., 2002), 

the cells responded by dramatically enhancing the expression of the periplasmic protein Spy (Quan et 

al., 2011). Spy is a 16 kDa soluble periplasmic protein that is highly overexpressed in response to 

spheroblast formation, which led to its name, Spheroblast Protein Y (Hagenmaier et al., 1997). In E. 
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coli, Spy’s expression is controlled by three of the five envelope stress response pathways. It is 

strongly controlled by the Cpx, Bae envelope stress response pathways, and to a more minor extent by 

the Rcs regulatory system. All of these regulatory systems sense protein unfolding and membrane or 

cell wall related stresses (Bury-Moné et al., 2009; Raffa and Raivio, 2002; Srivastava et al., 2014; 

Vogt and Raivio, 2012). Spy is induced under folding stress conditions, for instance by disruption of 

membrane integrity by antimicrobial substances that target the envelope (Fränzel et al., 2012; Raivio 

et al., 2000). In addition, externally added compounds that cause protein precipitation or unfolding in 

the periplasm induce Spy expression up to 500 fold. These compounds include tannins, which are anti-

microbial plant-derived secondary metabolites that are known to cause protein aggregation (D. Zanchi 

et al, 2008; Scalbert, 1991; Zoetendal et al., 2008), as well as other naturally occurring compounds 

including zinc and protein denaturants such as butanol,  or ethanol (Bury-Moné et al., 2009; 

Rutherford et al., 2010; Srivastava et al., 2014; Wang and Fierke, 2013; Yamamoto et al., 2008). Not 

surprisingly, E. coli strains lacking Spy are sensitive to tannin exposure (Quan et al., 2011). Spy 

expression is also upregulated upon over-expression of certain envelope proteins which easily misfold 

(Raffa and Raivio, 2002). Interestingly, Spy over-expression has also been shown to compensate for 

lethal protein folding defects found in cells that lack the periplasmic chaperones SurA and Skp 

(Schwalm et al., 2013). Deletion of the spy gene, on the other hand, upregulates the expression of 

DegP, which is a periplasmic chaperone and protease, as well as RpoH, the general heat shock 

response transcription factor (Raivio et al., 2000). Proteins homologous to Spy appear in a wide range 

of different enterobacteria, protobacteria, and some cyanobacteria, underlining its importance in the 

envelope stress response of gram negative bacteria (Quan et al., 2011; Srivastava et al., 2014). In 

addition, E. coli expresses at least two Spy paralogues, namely CpxP and Zrap. CpxP is the 

periplasmic repressor of the Cpx stress response pathway, which also regulates Spy expression as 

mentioned above. Under ideal growth conditions, CpxP is bound to the periplasmic domain of the 

transmembrane protein CpxA in order to suppress the Cpx stress response. Under conditions which 

induce unfolding, CpxP binds to unfolded proteins which compete with CpxA for CpxP binding. 

Release of CpxP from CpxA activates the Cpx stress response (Vogt and Raivio, 2012). Consistent 

with its capacity to bind unfolded proteins, CpxP has been shown to have chaperone activity (Quan et 

al., 2011). Zrap, like Spy and CpxP, is a periplasmic protein. Zrap has been shown to form zinc 

binding decameric barrels and is an important resistance factor against antimicrobial peptides (Appia-

Ayme et al., 2012). Similar to Spy, Zrap exhibits chaperone function (Appia-Ayme et al., 2012). 

1.4.1 Spy functions as an ATP- and cofactor-independent folding chaperone in 

vitro 

Unlike the folding chaperones described above that require ATP and large networks of co-chaperones 

to facilitate protein folding (Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9) (Clerico et al., 2015; Hayer-Hartl et al., 

2016; Mayer and Breton, 2015), Spy acts independently of ATP- and co-factors, at least in vitro. This 
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independence is consistent with Spy’s physiological function as a folding chaperone in the ATP-

devoid periplasm of E. coli. Like other folding chaperones, Spy has broad substrate specificity. It not 

only increases the stability of an instable Im7 mutant in vivo, but unlike most other ATP independent 

chaperones it also prevents the aggregation and promotes proper refolding of a diverse set of proteins 

in the presence of a variety of protein denaturants in vitro. Spy prevents the inactivation of the 

periplasmic proteins DsbB, alkaline phosphatase as well as the enzyme aldolase in presence of the 

naturally occurring protein denaturant tannic acid (Quan et al., 2011). In addition, Spy prevents the 

aggregation and promotes refolding of malate dehydrogenase, aldolase, lactate dehydrogenase, and 

alpha-lactalbumin, denatured either thermally or chemically via urea, guanidine, or dithiothreitol (in 

case of alpha-lactalbumin), as well as the naturally occurring denaturant, ethanol (Appia-Ayme et al., 

2012; Quan et al., 2011, 2014). The fact that all these chemicals follow a different mechanism to 

unfold proteins suggests that Spy has a general affinity for non-natively folded proteins. Consistently, 

Spy also forms stable complexes with bovine α-casein, a disordered protein commonly used to study 

chaperone-client interactions (Lin et al., 1995; Nam and Walsh, 2003; Quan et al., 2011). α-casein 

contains residual secondary and tertiary structure and constitutively exposes hydrophobic surfaces, and 

thus is similar to an intermediate folding state (Creamer et al., 1981; Hoagland et al., 2001). The 

apparent affinity for non-native states in combination with the structural diversity of protected client 

proteins is strong evidence that Spy has broad substrate specificity. The fact that Spy overexpression 

alone is sufficient to stabilize an instable Im7 mutant in vivo in the periplasm, which is an ATP devoid 

environment suggests that Spy’s chaperone function is intrinsic, i.e., independent of regulatory 

cofactors such as ATP, in vitro as well as in vivo (Quan et al., 2011). However, these results do not 

exclude the possibility that Spy interacts with other folding helpers or cofactors in the periplasm in 

vivo to assist in protein folding. In addition to its ability to stabilize folding intermediates in vivo, Spy 

has also been shown to inhibit the formation of cross-β-sheet containing functional amyloids in vitro 

and in vivo (Evans et al., 2011). 

1.4.2 Spy serves as a molecular cradle for folding proteins 

Spy is a rather effective but ATP-independent folding chaperone, but how does a protein as small as 

16 kDa protein assist such a broad clientele in folding? Some clues may come from examining its 

crystal structure.  Spy is an -helical rich homodimer with a unique, thin cradle-like shape with an 

average thickness of 9.2 Å (Figure 10 A)(Kwon et al., 2010; Quan et al., 2011). Each Spy monomer 

contains 4 helices as well as unstructured N- and C-termini (which are not visible in the crystal 

structure). The two monomers are oriented in an antiparallel fashion forming a coiled coil interaction 

with helix 3 which buries a surface of 1850 Å
2
 at the dimer interface. This large interaction surface 

results in a high affinity for dimerization and stabilizes the rather unusual cradle-like shape of Spy 

(Kwon et al., 2010; Quan et al., 2011). Due to the lack of a globular core, Spy exposes a rather large 

number of residues compared to globular folded proteins. Both sides of the cradle are chemically 
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distinct. While the convex side of the cradle exposes an even distribution of positive and negative 

charge as well as polar but little hydrophobic residues, the convex side contains two hydrophobic 

patches per half of the symmetric homodimer and in addition an excess of positive charge surrounding 

the hydrophobic patches (Figure 10). The hydrophobic patch P1 is formed by residues between helix 1 

and helix 2 while the hydrophobic patch P2 is located at the interface of the coiled coil forming helix 3 

of each monomer (Kwon et al., 2010; Quan et al., 2011). The amphiphilic nature of the convex site of 

Spy seems to be ideally poised to bind non-natively folded proteins that expose hydrophobic residues. 

Indeed, investigations of the client binding site on Spy via cross-linking using a truncated version of 

Im7 (amino acid 6 to 45, which contains the entire Spy binding site) suggest that Im7 binding occurs 

on the concave side of Spy as none of the amino acid residues exposed on the convex side of Spy were 

found to be cross-linked with this truncated version of Im7 (Quan et al., 2014). Zero-length cross-

linker reagents crosslinked Im7 to K39 and Y104 on Spy, implying that these Spy residues are directly 

involved in the interaction with the Im7 peptide. Both residues are near Spy’s hydrophobic patch P1 

(Figure 10 B). Hydrogen-deuterium exchange, limited proteolysis experiments and fluorescence 

labeling approaches indicate that Im7 and casein binding occurs over the entire surface of the convex 

side including the rim as well as the unstructured termini as all of these areas are more protected 

against hydrogen exchange or proteolysis and reveal changes in fluorescence in presence of the Im7 or 

casein (Quan et al., 2011, 2014). This suggests that in addition to the very broad binding surface of the 

cradle, the unstructured termini may play a role in accommodating client proteins of different sizes 

and folded status perhaps by flexibly expanding the surface available for interaction. These 

experiments also revealed that in addition to the flexible termini, the rim of the Spy cradle exhibits 

high flexibility. This includes helices 1 and 4 and the unstructured linker between helix 1 and 2. These 

regions are also possibly involved in generating a broad client specificity through adaptive client 

binding (Quan et al., 2011, 2014). The Spy dimer forms stoichiometric 1 to 1 complexes with Im7, 

consistent with the notion of a broad and flexible binding site (Quan et al., 2014). 

As outlined above, most ATP-independent chaperones are holding chaperones, implying that they 

need to partner with a folding chaperone in order to release their bound client protein and facilitate its 

folding (Balchin et al., 2016). However, Spy assists in protein refolding in absence of cofactors. This 

demands that Spy releases its client proteins with a reasonable rate. Kinetic measurements using bio-

layer interferometry (BLI) revealed that Spy binds reversibly to partially folded Im7 L53A I54A, 

which was immobilized on a chip (Quan et al., 2014). The absolute numbers for the binding (kon) and 

release (koff) rate constants measured with BLI need to be taken with caution, since immobilization can 

artificially slow binding reactions (Schreiber et al., 2009).  However, these experiments do reveal that 

the Spy:Im7 complex is dynamic in nature since Im7 binding and release occurs relatively rapidly, as 

measured with this approach (Quan et al., 2014). Similarly loose/dynamic complexes were described 

for several other chaperones including eukaryotic Hsp90 in absence of co-factors as well as the ATP-
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independent chaperone Trigger Factor of E. coli (Hoffmann et al., 2010; Karagöz and Rüdiger, 2015; 

Saio et al., 2014). 

 

Figure 10: The Spy dimer forms a molecular cradle that provides shelter for folding proteins. (A) Crystal 

structure of the Spy homodimer (PDB ID: 3O39) shown in cartoon representation (monomers are colored in 

blue and magenta respectively). Each monomer consists of four helices (α1-α4). Helix 3 forms most of the 

dimer interface via a long coiled-coil, accompanied by contacts between helix 4 and helix 2. Helix 1 and 2 are 

separated by a rather flexible linker. Note that the 28 N-terminal and the 14 C-terminal residues are disordered 

and therefore invisible in the crystal structure (Image was adapted from (Quan et al., 2011)). (B) Surface 

representation of the Spy dimer (PDB ID: 3O39) to visualize the chemical properties. Left: The concave site of 

the Spy dimer is of amphiphilic nature, as two hydrophobic patches (P1 and P2, yellow) are surrounded by 

polar and charged side chains (blue). Right: Mutations which increase chaperone activity (red) either expand the 

existing two hydrophobic patches (Q49L, H96L, Q100L) or increase the flexibility of the N-terminus (L32P and 

F115L/I). Most mutations have been shown to increase the overall flexibility of the Spy dimer (Image was 

adapted from (Quan et al., 2014)). 

 

A recent genetic approach to enhance the chaperone activity of Spy has shed light on the importance 

of the exposed hydrophobic surface and flexibility for the chaperone function of Spy (Quan et al., 

2014). Following a directed evolution approach, in which Spy was randomly mutagenized and then 

genetically selected for improved chaperone activity in the E. coli periplasm, Spy mutants were 

isolated that not only yielded in improved ability to stabilize Im7 L53A I54A in vivo, but remarkably 
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also revealed generally improved chaperone function. Compared to the wild type of Spy, these 

mutants more efficiently protected chemically denatured alpha-lactalbumin and aldolase against 

aggregation and improved aldolase refolding in vitro. This result was surprising as previous attempts 

to improve chaperone function of other chaperones such as GroEL or Hsp70 using a single bait protein 

resulted mostly in variants that worked better on just the selected protein but were generally worse on 

other test proteins (Aponte et al., 2010; Schweizer et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2002). This work also 

provided valuable insights into client binding and folding by Spy (Quan et al., 2014). Strikingly, most 

of the gain of function mutations increased the hydrophobic surfaces on the concave site of Spy 

(Figure 10 B). Leucine-substitutions of Q100, H96, and Q49, all of which are in direct proximity to 

and therefore extended either of the two hydrophobic patches, increased the affinity of Spy variants for 

Im7-L53AI54A and yielded in improved aggregation suppression and protein refolding. In addition, 

three further mutations were selected that improved the overall chaperone function, namely F115L/I 

and L32P. While these mutations did not increase the size of the hydrophobic surface, they increased 

the flexibility at the tip-region of Spy and also thermodynamically destabilized the dimer, as revealed 

by hydrogen-deuterium exchange experiments. Similarly, the Q100L mutation increased the structural 

flexibility as well (Quan et al., 2014). Interestingly, one mutation, Q25R, increased the positive charge 

of the unstructured N-terminus, implying that positive charge may be important for chaperone function 

as well. These mutations demonstrate important aspects of how Spy assist in client folding, namely 

through extensive hydrophobic interactions and adaptive binding mediated through increased 

flexibility, characteristics that many chaperones share (Bardwell and Jakob, 2012). However, high-

resolution details on the interaction between Spy and Im7 and how these affect the folding landscape 

of Im7 (Figure 3) were not determined. 
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2 Objective 

Despite its small size and apparent independence from ATP and co-chaperones, Spy assists in folding 

of numerous proteins of different size and conformation. This makes Spy a very attractive model to 

study the effect of a chaperone on folding client proteins. Spy is amenable to a number of biophysical 

approaches, including X-ray crystallography, that are difficult to apply on large energy-dependent 

chaperone complexes such as GroEL or Hsp90. Hence, the aim of this PhD thesis was to dissect the 

mechanism of chaperone action of Spy kinetically, thermodynamically, as well as structurally, using 

the client proteins Im7 and α-casein with the goal of obtaining detailed mechanistic insights on how 

client proteins bind, fold, and are released from the chaperone in vitro. Im7 is ideally suited as a model 

client protein for this study, as it is a) an in vivo client protein of Spy (Quan et al., 2011), and b) its in 

vitro folding pathway is well established (Bartlett and Radford, 2010; Capaldi et al., 2002; Friel et al., 

2009; Gsponer et al., 2006). Mutants of Im7 are available which are trapped in either the unfolded or 

intermediate state (Figure 3). The mutations L18A L19A L37A prevent the formation of native-like 

hydrophobic contacts early on in folding and hence trap Im7 in the unfolded state (Pashley et al., 

2012). In addition, the mutations L53A I54A prevent the formation and docking of the third helix to 

the hydrophobic core and thus destabilize the native state of Im7 (Capaldi et al., 2002). This mutant 

populates conformations that closely resemble intermediate folding state. Both mutants are soluble at 

pH 7, which allows a detailed investigation of the interactions between Spy and the unfolded and 

intermediate folding state of Im7 at equilibrium in the absence of protein aggregation. Investigating 

the folding kinetics of Im7 in presence of Spy in combination with equilibrium binding experiments 

with the individual folding states should reveal how Spy influences the energy folding landscape of its 

client proteins. As outlined above, many known folding chaperones either utilize the cell’s primary 

energy source ATP and other co-factors to drive the chaperone cycle or are conditionally activated 

(Bardwell and Jakob, 2012; Winter and Jakob, 2004b). However, Spy does assist in the refolding of 

chemically or thermally unfolded proteins, without a known external factor that regulates its activity. 

Examining the kinetic and thermodynamic factors that control the binding and release of Im7 may 

enable the determination of how Spy assists client folding in an energy-independent manner, and if 

multiple, consecutive binding and release cycles are necessary for Spy to successfully (re)fold 

proteins. 

In addition, Im7 folds through an obligate on-pathway intermediate, and therefore represents a typical 

chaperone client as the majority of proteins populate folding intermediates. It has been proposed that 

chaperones, such as GroEL, may smooth the energy folding landscape either by unfolding kinetically 

trapped misfolded states or by destabilizing folding intermediates, either of which is expected to 

enhance folding rates (Balchin et al., 2016; Mattoo and Goloubinoff, 2014). Understanding how Spy 

affects Im7 folding might allow one to determine if Spy catalyzes folding of Im7 by smoothing the 

Im7’s folding energy landscape, or if it changes the folding pathway of Im7. 
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High-resolution structural information about how chaperones affect their client proteins is still scarce. 

The fact that Spy prevents the aggregation and promotes the folding of structurally different proteins 

suggests that, as characteristic for chaperones, Spy has a low client specificity (Quan et al., 2011). 

High flexibility in conjunction with a broad amphiphilic binding surface may provide Spy with a 

broad client specificity and suggests that Spy may bind its client proteins rather loosely as 

conformational ensembles (Figure 5) (Burmann and Hiller, 2015; Quan et al., 2014). To test this 

hypothesis, a characterization of the structural and conformational properties of Spy in complex with a 

client protein was conducted by X-ray crystallography. Apo-Spy (without client bound) had been 

crystallized in the past (Kwon et al., 2010; Quan et al., 2011). We reasoned that this might offer a 

good starting point for further structural investigations of Spy in complex with various client proteins 

including the Im7 variants mentioned above and α-casein. Most notably, a truncated but soluble 

version of Im7 (amino acid 6 to 45) is available that is known to bind to Spy with similar affinities as 

the full-length protein (Quan et al., 2014). This peptide is unstructured, but exhibits a propensity to 

transiently form α-helices present in the native state (Quan et al., 2014). As it is shorter than intact Im7 

it may impact crystal-packing to a lesser degree and thus might represent an ideal model client to start 

to investigate the structural features of Spy in complex with a partially folded client protein via X-ray 

crystallography. This investigation might also allow one to assess if Spy influences the peptides 

conformational equilibrium, potentially shifting it towards a more folded state. Bovine α-casein is a 

disordered protein classically used to study chaperone-client interaction and it has been shown to form 

stable complexes with Spy (Lin et al., 1995; Nam and Walsh, 2003; Quan et al., 2011). α-casein 

contains residual secondary and tertiary structure and constitutively exposes hydrophobic surfaces. 

Hence α-casein exhibits similarities to an intermediate folding state of many protein, but with the 

convenience of it being completely soluble which allows the conduction of equilibrium binding and X-

ray crystallography experiments with Spy (Creamer et al., 1981; Hoagland et al., 2001). X-ray 

crystallography conducted in this thesis allowed to assess the side chains and distinctive portions of 

Spy involved in client binding, as well as conformational rearrangements in Spy necessary for client 

binding and folding. In the same time, influences of Spy on the conformational equilibrium of the 

bound client protein were determined. 

In the next section, I give a summary and discussion of my 3 first-author/co-first author publications. 

These provide a very detailed understanding of the molecular basis of Spy’s chaperone mechanism 

(Horowitz et al., 2016a; Koldewey et al., 2016; Stull et al., 2016). Additional six publications were 

published during my PhD thesis, in which I am listed as an author (but not co-first or first author). 

Four of these include in vitro studies on the molecular chaperones HdeA from E. coli (Dahl et al., 

2015, 2016), YPL067C from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Horowitz et al., 2016b), and mitochondrial 

peroxiredoxin from Leishmania infantum (Teixeira et al., 2015). In another publication, I determined 

the oligomeric states of different de novo engineered protein cages in vitro (Sciore et al., 2016). 

Finally, together with Scott Horowitz, I designed and supervised an X-ray crystallography lab class, in 
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which undergraduate students had to solve a protein structure using a published electron density map. 

A subsequent statistical analysis revealed, that surprisingly 14 % of the protein structures built by the 

students exceeded the overall quality of the structure originally deposited on the Protein Data Bank 

(Horowitz et al., 2014). As all of these six publications are only tangentially related to my main project 

on the molecular chaperone Spy, they are not further discussed in this thesis. A complete list of 

publications can be found in section 8. 

I will start off with a summary of the results I obtained, followed by a very brief overview of the 

methods I used. I will end with a discussion of my results. 
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3 Summary of results obtained in each first author publication 

The complete individual publications can be found online. 

3.1 Substrate protein folds while it is bound to the ATP-independent 

chaperone Spy. 

Frederick Stull*, Philipp Koldewey*, Julia R. Humes, Sheena E. Radford, James C. A. 

Bardwell. Nat Struct Mol Biol. 2016 Jan;23(1):53-8. doi: 10.1038/nsmb.3133. 

* These authors contributed equally to this work  

First, we set out to determine how Spy facilitates protein folding without the means of a regulated 

client release, such as ATP-driven conformational changes. For that, we investigated the effects of Spy 

on the folding pathway of Im7. We determined if Im7 release is necessary for complete folding and if 

Spy-binding smooths the folding energy landscape, or in other words accelerates client folding, as 

postulated for some chaperones (Hayer-Hartl et al., 2016). Im7 folds through an obligatory 

intermediate state (Capaldi et al., 2002). To obtain an idea of how Spy binding affects the folding 

pathway of Im7, we first conducted binding experiments to determine the binding affinity as well as 

kinetic rate constants of Spy binding to the individual folding states of Im7, namely unfolded, 

intermediate, and native. For that, we utilized mutants of Im7 that trap the protein either in unfolded 

state (Im7 L18A L19A L37A) or intermediate state (Im7 I53A V54A) but are soluble, hence avoiding 

protein aggregation that would interfere with our measurements. We started out by determining the 

affinity of Spy to the three folding states of Im7 by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), and found 

that Spy binds to all three folding states of Im7, in a 1:1 stoichiometric complex with micromolar 

affinities, although the native state was bound with the weakest affinity. This was surprising 

considering the fact that chaperones are generally thought to exhibit low affinity to natively folded 

proteins due to the lack of exposed hydrophobic surface (Kim et al., 2013). Next, we investigated the 

kinetics of complex formation between Spy and the three folding states using a stopped-flow 

fluorimeter by monitoring the tryptophan fluorescence of Im7. A fluorescence change could be 

observed for all 3 variants of Im7 when mixed with Spy, confirming our equilibrium ITC titrations 

demonstrating that Spy binds to all three states. However, while this fluorescence change directly 

allowed us to calculate binding and release rate constants for Spy binding to the unfolded state, it only 

reported on a conformational change induced by Spy-binding for Im7 I53A V54A and wild type Im7. 

We found that complex formation between Spy and Im7 L18A L19A L37A is a diffusion controlled 

process with a binding rate constant of 1.3*10
7
 M

-1
 s

-1
. Such rapid association rates are likely fast 

enough to effectively prevent the aggregation of unfolded Im7 in vivo. While the binding and release 

rate constants could not be directly determined for Im7 I53A V54A and wild type Im7, the 

conformational changes recorded indicated that Spy binding resulted in partially unfolding of wild 

type Im7 confirming the higher affinity of Spy for the intermediate state, as observed via ITC. The 
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data further indicated that Im7 unfolding and refolding occurred while bound to Spy. This and the fact 

that Spy binds all three folding states of Im7 suggested that Im7 folding may occur while continuously 

bound to Spy. 

 

Figure 11: Global fitting of Im7–Spy kinetic data. (a) Global fitting built upon the well-characterized 

mechanism (Capaldi et al., 2001, 2002; Ferguson et al., 1999; Friel et al., 2003, 2009; Knowling et al., 2009) for 

Im7 folding in the absence of Spy (black path). The experimental fluorescence traces for Spy binding to Im7 WT 

and folding of Im7 WT in the presence and absence of Spy were globally fitted to different mechanisms 

containing various combinations of the steps in red. (b, c) Top: Attempted global fitting to the mechanism that 

omits (b) or allows (c) the folding of Im7 while it is bound to Spy. For clarity, only the traces for Im7 folding in 

the presence of Spy are shown (bottom). The black lines in the plots (bottom) are the best fit to the data. The 

mechanism that completely omits folding of Im7 while it is bound to Spy (b) fails to fit the data, whereas the 

mechanism that allows folding of Im7 while it is bound (c) can successfully fit the data. Global fitting to 

additional mechanisms and the best fit for the Spy–Im7 WT binding data are shown in the Supplementary 

Information of (Stull et al., 2016) (Figure and legend were adapted from (Stull et al., 2016)). 

To test this hypothesis, we measured refolding rate constants of urea denatured wild type Im7 in the 

absence and presence of Spy. While Im7 folding slowed down when mixed with increasing 

concentrations of Spy, folding was not completely inhibited. A global fit analysis to determine the 

simplest kinetic model that could satisfyingly fit the data revealed that indeed Spy allows Im7 to fully 

fold into its native state while it remains bound to the surface of the chaperone (Figure 11). Hence, 

client release from the binding surface of Spy, as postulated for other chaperones, is not necessary in 

order for Im7 folding to occur. The kinetic model also suggested that Spy binding did not alter the 

folding pathway of Im7. As in solution, Im7 folded through the obligatory intermediate state while 

bound to Spy. In short, this data suggests that Spy provides a binding surface that can accommodate 

different conformational states of the client protein Im7 without substantially biasing their relative 

thermodynamic stabilities and, more importantly, allows free interconversion between these states. 

Folding in the protective environment of the chaperone, however occurs with a kinetic penalty, as 

folding is slowed down 30 fold, potentially by the contacts with Spy that stabilize both unfolded and 

intermediate state relative to the native state. The kinetic analysis presented in this publication 
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explains how Spy assists in the folding of client proteins without the need of an external factor that 

regulates client release. Under stress conditions that cause protein unfolding in the periplasm, Spy 

rapidly associates with denatured proteins, thus preventing their aggregation. The denatured proteins 

stay bound until stress is relieved, which thermodynamically favors protein folding. Client proteins 

can then fold while bound to Spy, eliminating the need for a conformational change that ejects the 

client protein into bulk solution in order to fold. A lower affinity to the native state may result in a 

release of the client protein once folded. 

Contributions: For this publication I conducted ITC as well as stopped-flow kinetic experiments of 

Im7 L18A L19A L37A, Im7 L53A I54A, and Im7 wild type with Spy (as reported in Figure 2, 3, 4 a, 

Supplementary Figure 2) and cooperated with Frederic Stull and Julia Humes in the recording and 

global fitting of the Im7 folding kinetics in presence of Spy as reported in Figure 5, Table 1, and 

Supplementary Figure 3 and 6 (see the Methods Section for more details). 

3.2 Forces driving chaperone action 

Philipp Koldewey, Frederick Stull, Scott Horowitz, Raoul Martin, James C. A. Bardwell. 

Cell. 2016 Jul 14;166(2):369-79. doi: 10.1016/j.cell.2016.05.054. 

In the previous paper we showed that Im7 binding occurs very rapidly but with a moderate micromolar 

affinity. Folding of Im7 occurs while bound to the chaperone without substantial changes in the 

folding pathway. Contrary to many chaperones, client release is not allosterically regulated but rather 

may occur upon completion of folding, as the native state of Im7 binds to Spy with the least affinity 

(Stull et al., 2016). This suggests that the binding surface of Spy offers enough contacts to keep 

different conformational states Im7 flexibly bound during folding, but doesn’t bind any of the folding 

states too tightly to inhibit folding. In this paper, the nature of the molecular forces was investigated, 

that drive Im7 into complex with Spy, help it fold, and determine its release from the chaperone. To 

achieve this goal, we utilized mainly the same techniques used in the first paper described above, 

namely isothermal titration calorimetry and fluorescence stopped-flow, and investigated the chemistry 

of molecular contacts that govern the interaction between the chaperone Spy and the unfolded state 

compared to the folded state of Im7. To conduct these experiments, we used a modified version of the 

unfolded mutant Im7, that yielded an increased signal sensitivity upon Spy binding (L18A L19A 

L37A H40W), as well as wild type Im7. Contrary to the common notion that chaperones recognize 

their client proteins by exposed hydrophobic contacts (Balchin et al., 2016), we found that initial 

contacts between Spy and the unfolded state of Im7 are facilitated through long-range electrostatic 

interactions. These are responsible for the high binding rate constants determined by our previous 

kinetic analysis (Stull et al., 2016). Under stress conditions at which the periplasmic concentration of 

Spy can be 2 mM (Quan et al., 2011; Rutherford et al., 2010; Srivastava et al., 2014), these 

electrostatic interactions drive Im7 in complex with Spy in less than 8 µsec half-time. This is likely 

fast enough to prevent protein aggregation. The fact that the Im7 mutant we used is constitutively 
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unfolded, allowed us to also determine the chemistry of contacts that need to be broken in order for the 

unfolded state of Im7 to be released from Spy. We found that the unfolded state is bound to Spy via a 

mixture electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions, consistent with the amphiphilic nature of the Spy 

client binding site, which exposes hydrophobic patches surrounded by an excess of positive charge 

(Kwon et al., 2010; Quan et al., 2011, 2014). Hence, after the electrostatically mediated encounter 

between Spy and the unfolded state of Im7, hydrophobic contacts form between the two proteins that 

stabilize the complex. As determined by ITC, the binding enthalpy ΔH however is positive, implying 

that complex formation is entropically driven and the formed contacts are weak and non-specific. 

 

Figure 12: Mechanistic scheme of Spy-client interaction. (1) Client binding rates are maximized through 

long-range electrostatic attraction, which allows Spy (blue) to effectively compete with aggregation of the 

unfolded client protein (red). Client release, on the other hand, is energetically disfavored mainly by the 

solvation of hydrophobic surface area on the client and Spy, which are buried in the complex. (2) Folding of the 

client results in the burial of hydrophobic residues in the client’s core, which decreases its affinity for Spy and 

therefore (3) favors release of the client protein. The electrostatic interactions, however, allow the client to stay 

bound to Spy while it folds (Figure and legend were adapted from (Koldewey et al., 2016)). 

What causes the reduced affinity of the native state of Im7 compared to the unfolded state, which may 

be responsible for the release of Im7 once folded? Contrary to the unfolded state of Im7, the native 

state is mostly tethered to Spy via hydrophilic interactions, suggesting that the folding induced burial 

of hydrophobic residues in the core of Im7 while bound to Spy decreases the number of hydrophobic 

contacts between native Im7 and Spy. Consistent with the loss of stabilizing hydrophobic contacts 

between the chaperone and client, and in line with our previous kinetic analysis (Stull et al., 2016), the 
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release rate constant of natively folded Im7 is 13 fold higher than the unfolded state. In conclusion, the 

examination of the chemistry of molecular forces between Spy and unfolded and native states of Im7 

allowed the construction of a more detailed picture of the mechanism of chaperone function (Figure 

12). The aggregation prone unfolded state of Im7 rapidly binds to Spy via long-range guiding 

electrostatic interactions, kinetically competing aggregation. These are complemented by hydrophobic 

contacts in the complex. The interplay of electrostatic and hydrophobic contacts presumably allows 

Im7 to bind Spy loosely enough to undergo conformational transitions to the native state without the 

need for a pre-native release. Release of the native state from Spy is then mediated due to the loss of 

hydrophobic contacts. 

Contributions: All experiments presented in this paper were conducted by me, except the following: 

Frederick Stull measured the salt dependent binding kinetics of casein133-193 peptide to Spy as reported 

in Figure S4 and Raoul Martin determined the dissociation constants and the stoichiometry of Im7 

L18A L19A L37A H40W with wild type Spy via equilibrium fluorescence titration experiments, as 

reported in Figure S1 A-D (see the Methods Section for more details). 

3.3 Visualizing chaperone-assisted protein folding 

Scott Horowitz*, Loïc Salmon*, Philipp Koldewey*, Logan S. Ahlstrom, Raoul Martin, Shu 

Quan, Pavel V. Afonine, Henry van den Bedem, Lili Wang, Qingping Xu, Raymond C. 

Trievel, Charles L. Brooks 3rd, James C. A. Bardwell. Nat Struct Mol Biol. 2016 

Jul;23(7):691-7. doi: 10.1038/nsmb.3237. 

* These authors contributed equally to this work  

The previous two publications drew a detailed picture of the mechanism of chaperone function of Spy, 

that allows Im7 to fold while bound to Spy mediated through amphiphilic contacts formed in the 

complex (Koldewey et al., 2016; Stull et al., 2016). Since both Spy and Im7 are amenable to X-ray 

crystallography, we sought to solve the structure of Spy-client complex. The goal was to gain high-

resolution structural insights into interactions of a client bound to the chaperone Spy at different stages 

of folding. To improve crystal packing, we used a truncated version of Spy, missing the flexible N- 

and C-terminus. Further, to increase our chances to obtain a crystal of Spy in complex with a client 

protein, we attempted to co-crystalize several variants of Im7 and α-casein with Spy, namely wild type 

Im7, the unfolded Im7 mutant L18A L19A L37A, the Im76-45 peptide, and a soluble 30 amino acid 

peptide derived from bovine α-S1-casein that contains a Spy binding site. Binding affinities and 

binding sites to the truncated version of Spy were determined for all client proteins via isothermal 

titration calorimetry and fluorescence spectroscopy and were found to be in line with those observed 

for the wild type of Spy, implying that the terminal truncations do not interfere with the client binding 

capacity of Spy. We obtained well diffracting crystals for Spy in complex with all client proteins used, 

which allowed us to solve the structure of Spy to a resolution of 1.8 Å. However, only rather scattered 

residual electron density was visible for the client proteins. Our previous investigations suggested that 
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Im7 can flexibly interconvert between conformations while bound to Spy (Koldewey et al., 2016; Stull 

et al., 2016). Hence, we postulated that the lack of continuous electron density was due to structural 

heterogeneity of the client protein bound to Spy in the crystal. Solving the structure of heterogeneous 

and dynamic protein complexes has proven difficult via X-ray crystallography. 

 

Figure 13: Spy–Im76–45 ensemble, arranged by r.m.s. deviation (r.m.s.d.) from the native state of Im76–45. 

Although the six-membered ensemble from the READ selection should be considered only as an ensemble, for 

clarity, the individual conformers are shown separately. Spy is depicted as a gray surface, and the Im76–45 

conformer is shown as orange balls. Atoms that were not directly selected in the READ procedure or whose 

position could not be justified on the basis of agreement with the residual electron density were removed, thus 

leading to noncontiguous sections. Dashed lines connect noncontiguous segments of the Im76–45 client. Residues 

of the Spy flexible linker region that fit the residual electron density are shown as large gray spheres. Shown 

below each ensemble member is the r.m.s. deviation of each conformer from the native state of Im76–45, as well 

as the percentage of contacts between Im76–45 and Spy that are hydrophobic (Figure and legend were adapted 

from (Horowitz et al., 2016a)). 

Therefore, to test our hypothesis, we developed a new method, called READ (Residual Electron and 

Anomalous Density), which allowed us to map the position of specific residues of the client protein 

labeled with the anomalous scatterer iodine within the residual electron density. We labeled eight 

residues of Im76to45 with iodine, one at a time, and identified multiple positions for seven out of the 

eight substituted residue, implying that Im76to45 was bound to Spy in multiple conformations. We then 

applied a sample-and-select procedure commonly used in NMR spectroscopy (Salmon and 

Blackledge, 2015) that allowed us to fit conformers of Im76to45 to the iodine positions and residual 

electron density. These conformers were selected from a pool of thermodynamically reasonable 

conformations of Im76to45 bound to Spy, generated via molecular dynamics simulations (Karanicolas 

and Brooks III, 2002). The best fit was achieved using a set of 6 conformers. This ensemble of Im76to45 
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bound to Spy yielded the first near-residue-level resolution information of a client protein bound to a 

chaperone. It provided six snapshots of Im76to45 exploring its folding landscape while bound to the 

concave side of Spy, sampling different folding states from unfolded to partially folded to near-native 

(Figure 13). Contrarily, free in solution, this Im7 peptide is mostly unfolded (Quan et al., 2014). While 

all conformers made hydrophobic as well as hydrophilic and charged contacts with Spy, strikingly, the 

content of hydrophobic contacts decreased from unfolded to near native states, confirming our 

previous kinetic and thermodynamic analysis demonstrating that folding reduces intermolecular 

hydrophobic contacts between chaperone and client (Koldewey et al., 2016). Residues on the surface 

of Spy interacting with Im7 involved large portions of the concave side, including the hydrophobic 

patches with surrounding positively charged residues and the more flexible rim. In addition, the N-

terminal helix as well as the adjacent linker region became more flexible in the client-bound state 

compared to the apo-structure (Figure 10 and Figure 13), implying that flexibility is important to 

accommodate different conformations of Im7. Summarized, the structural ensemble of Im7 solved via 

X-ray crystallography confirms our previous kinetic and thermodynamic analyses and suggests a 

mechanism by which Spy provides a shelter for folding proteins such as Im7 by offering an 

amphiphilic, flexible binding site that allows the client protein to explore conformational space along 

its folding energy landscape without constrains imposed by the chaperone. 

Contributions: In this paper, I collaborated with Scott Horowitz and Raoul Martin in screening of 

crystallization conditions and optimization, crystal harvest, data collection from over a thousand Spy-

Im7 or -casein co-crystals at the synchrotron (Argonne National Laboratories), model building and 

mapping of iodine positions (as reported in Figure 1 a and b; Table 1; Figure 5 a; Supplementary Table 

1 and 2) as well as qualitative assessment of chaperone bound client protein in the crystals (as reported 

in Supplementary Figure 2). In addition I conducted all ITC, analytical ultracentrifugation, as well as 

equilibrium fluorescence titration experiments as reported in Figure 5 b and Supplementary Figure 8 

(see the Methods Section for more details). 
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3.4 Methods summary 

This chapter provides a brief overview of the methods I used to accomplish the goals of my main 

project outlined above. Methodologies contributed solely by collaborators are not described here. For 

detailed procedures, see the materials and methods sections of each publication that can be found 

online (Horowitz et al., 2016a; Koldewey et al., 2016; Stull et al., 2016). 

3.4.1 Proteins and peptides 

Protein expression and purification. All variants of Spy, Im7, and bovine α-casein (except Im7 and 

casein peptides used for X-ray crystallography, which were purchased from New England Peptide) 

were expressed in the E. coli strain BL21 (DE3), using a modified pET28b expression vector 

containing a N-terminal His6-SUMO-tag (Horowitz et al., 2016a; Koldewey et al., 2016; Quan et al., 

2011, 2014; Stull et al., 2016). Different variants of Spy and Im7 were generated using site directed 

mutagenesis following the QuikChange protocol (Agilent Technologies). α-lactalbumin was purchased 

from Sigma and carboxymethylated as previously described to obtain a fully unfolded and soluble 

version of α-lactalbumin (Schechter et al., 1973). A complete list of proteins used in this work can be 

found in Table 2. 

Protein purification. In brief, after cell lysis and centrifugation, proteins of interest, contained in the 

soluble fraction, were separated from the majority of cell proteins by nickel-affinity chromatography, 

followed by tag-cleavage using the SUMO-specific protease ULP1 (Sun et al., 2011). High protein 

purity was achieved by adding additional steps of size-exclusion and/or ion-exchange 

chromatography, depending on the chemical properties of the individual protein. Detailed purification 

protocols can be found in the respective publications (Horowitz et al., 2016a; Koldewey et al., 2016; 

Quan et al., 2011, 2014; Stull et al., 2016). 

Table 2: Summary of proteins and peptides used in this work. 

Protein Description 

Spy wild type
1,2,3

 The chaperone studied in this thesis 

Spy Q100L
2
; Spy H96L

2
 

Variants of the chaperone Spy with increased chaperone activity (see 

section 1.4.2 in the introduction) 

Spy29-124
3
 Variant of Spy with truncated termini used for X-ray crystallography 

Spy29-124 SeMet
3
 

Variant of Spy with truncated termini used for X-ray 

crystallography, labeled with selenomethionine 

Spy29-124 H96L
3
 Variant of Spy with truncated termini used for X-ray 

Im7 wild type
1,2,3

 Colicin E7 immunity protein and in vivo client protein of Spy  

Im7 L18A L19A L37A
1,2,3

 Variant of Im7 that is constitutively unfolded 
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Im7 L18A L19A L37A H40W
2,3

 
Variant of Im7 that is constitutively unfolded, H40W substitution 

increases signal-sensitivity for Spy-binding 

Im7 L18A L19A L37A W75F
2
 

Variant of Im7 that is constitutively unfolded and lacks the 

endogenous tryptophan; used as a competitor for binding 

competition experiments 

Im7 L53A I54A
1
 

Variant of Im7 that populates conformations closely resembling the 

intermediate folding state of Im7 

Im76-45
3
 

Minimal Spy-binding segment that encompasses and partially 

populates the first two helices of Im7 

Im76-45 pI-Phe
3
 

Im76-45 peptide containing one residue substituted by 4-iodo-

phenylalanine (8 peptides, each of which containing a unique 

substitution). 

α-S1-casein133-193
2
 

Fragment of bovine α-S1-casein, which is a naturally disordered 

protein with little secondary structure (Koczan et al., 1991). 

α-S1-casein148-177
3
 

Fragment of bovine α-S1-casein, which is a naturally disordered 

protein with little secondary structure (Koczan et al., 1991). 

Carboxymethylated α-lactalbumin
2
 fully unfolded and soluble version of bovine α-lactalbumin 

1
Protein used in publication (Stull et al., 2016) 

2
Protein used in publication (Koldewey et al., 2016) 

3
Protein used in publication (Horowitz et al., 2016a) 

 

3.4.2 Kinetic and thermodynamic aspects of Spy-client interaction and folding 

Sedimentation velocity analytical ultracentrifugation. Sedimentation velocity (SV) experiments 

performed in an analytical ultracentrifuge are used to determine the molecular weight as well as 

hydrodynamic properties of solutes, such as proteins, by continuously monitoring their sedimentation 

in a gravitational field generated by centrifugation. In addition, this technique provides information 

about attractive and repulsive interaction of the sedimenting solutes. Hence, SV analytical 

ultracentrifugation is a versatile tool used to study the dynamics of protein complexes at equilibrium 

(Lebowitz et al., 2002). Here, SV experiments were performed to determine the stoichiometry of Spy-

client complexes as well as the oligomeric state of each protein free in solution. Information about the 

complex-stoichiometry was vital to establish a correct model for the fitting of kinetic as well as 

structural data (described below). In brief, each protein individually or client protein in combination 

with Spy mixed in various ratios were sedimented using a Beckman Proteome Lab XL-I analytical 

ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter). All proteins were dialyzed prior to performing the experiments to 

ensure uniformity of the buffer. Samples were loaded into cells containing standard sector shaped two-

channel Epon centerpieces with 1.2 cm path-length (Beckman Coulter) and temperature-equilibrated 

in the centrifuge for at least 1 hr prior to sedimentation. Samples were spun at 42,000 to 48,000 rpm, 
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and the sedimentation of the protein was monitored continuously either by absorbance at 280 nm or 

via interference. Data analysis was conducted with the program SEDFIT using the continuous c(s) 

distribution model (Lebowitz et al., 2002; Schuck, 2000). Buffer density, viscosity as well as partial 

specific volume of the proteins (based on the protein sequence) were calculated with SEDNTERP 

(http://sednterp.unh.edu). The sedimentation distribution plots, c(s) as a function of s, obtained by 

SEDFIT were integrated to determine the relative distribution of complexed and freely sedimenting 

client protein. The integrated area was then plotted as a function of total client concentration in order 

to obtain binding isotherms. The stoichiometry was calculated by fitting the binding isotherms with a 

quadratic equation (Horowitz et al., 2016a; Koldewey et al., 2016). 

Isothermal titration calorimetry. ITC is a very sensitive method to determine the stoichiometry, 

affinity, as well as thermodynamic parameters of protein-protein interactions by measuring the heat 

release or absorption of the binding reaction (Jelesarov and Bosshard, 1999). Here, ITC was used to 

determine the affinities, stoichiometries as well as the binding enthalpy (ΔH) and entropy (ΔS) of Spy-

client complexes. The thermodynamic parameters ΔH as well as ΔS provided detailed insights into the 

chemistry of Spy-client interaction (as detailed in the introduction). In brief, ITC experiments were 

performed using a MicroCal iTC200 (Malvern Instruments) with client protein in the cell and a 10 fold 

molar excess of Spy in the titration syringe. All samples were dialyzed against the respective buffer 

overnight prior to running the experiment to ensure uniformity of the buffer. Concentrations of Spy 

dimer and client protein were varied depending on the dissociation constant (Kd) of the binding 

reaction at the respective condition as well as the detection limit of the instrument. For any Spy-client 

complex investigated in this thesis (Table 2), a stoichiometry of 1:1 (Spy dimer:client) was determined 

by analytical ultracentrifugation as well as ITC. Hence, ITC thermograms were fit to a one-site model 

using the software Origin (OriginLab). Salt concentrations of the buffer were varied to investigate the 

involvement of electrostatic interactions in the binding reaction. The environmental temperature was 

varied in order to determine the chemistry of contacts between Spy and different folding states of Im7 

by determining the heat capacity change (ΔCp) of the binding reaction. The change in heat capacity 

(ΔCp) upon Spy-client complex formation was derived from the slope of a linear fit of the enthalpy 

change (ΔH) as a function of temperature (Baldwin, 1986; Horowitz et al., 2016a; Koldewey et al., 

2016; Stull et al., 2016). 

Equilibrium fluorescence spectroscopy and fluorescence anisotropy. Fluorescence spectroscopy 

was used as an additional method to determine the affinity and stoichiometry of diverse client proteins 

to the chaperone Spy. While Spy is tryptophan-free, Im7, casein, and alpha-lactalbumin each contain 

endogenous tryptophan residues. The fluorescence emission of tryptophan is sensitive to changes in 

the direct protein and solvent environment of the tryptophan residue induced for example by protein-

protein interaction or protein conformational changes (Lakowicz, 2006). Hence, tryptophan 

fluorescence was used as a readout for Spy-client complex formation. Alternatively, a change in client 
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tryptophan fluorescence anisotropy, that resulted upon binding of the client to Spy, provided a 

measure for complex formation. Fluorescence anisotropy reports on the tumbling time of the 

fluorophore, in this case the endogenous tryptophan of the client protein. Spy-binding increases the 

tumbling time of the client protein which results in an increase in observed fluorescence anisotropy 

(Lakowicz, 2006). 

Fluorescence spectroscopy. In brief, client protein was titrated with increasing concentrations of Spy 

and binding was detected by monitoring the change in tryptophan fluorescence of the client protein in 

a fluorimeter. The fluorescence was then plotted as a function of Spy dimer concentration and the 

resulting binding isotherms were fitted either to a square hyperbola function or to a quadratic equation, 

in order to determine the binding affinity or stoichiometry, respectively (Horowitz et al., 2016a; 

Koldewey et al., 2016). 

Tryptophan fluorescence based binding competition experiments were performed to determine the 

binding affinity of the tryptophan-free Im76–45 peptide for Spy, used for X-ray crystallography (Table 

2). For that, a pre-mixed complex of Spy with Im7 L18A L19A L37A H40W (which contains two 

tryptophans), was titrated with tryptophan-free Im76–45 to compete with Im7 L18A L19A L37A H40W 

for Spy binding. The observed fluorescence change was plotted as a function of the logarithm of the 

Im76–45 concentration. Based on the stoichiometry obtained by ITC, and SV experiments, the 

competition data was then fit for a one-site-binding competition model to obtain an apparent 

dissociation constant (Kd) for Im76–45 on the basis of its ability to compete with Im7 L18A L19A L37A 

H40W. The actual Kd for Im76–45 binding to Spy was calculated with the Cheng–Prusoff equation 

(Horowitz et al., 2016a). 

Fluorescence anisotropy. Tryptophan fluorescence anisotropy was used to determine the stoichiometry 

of Spy-client complexes. Different variants of Im7 were titrated with increasing concentrations of Spy 

and the fluorescence anisotropy was measured in a fluorimeter. Respective fluorescence anisotropy 

values were plotted as a function of Spy dimer concentration and fitted to a quadratic equation to 

obtain the complex stoichiometry (Koldewey et al., 2016). 

Stopped-flow fluorescence and data fitting. Stopped-flow is a tool used to record fast reaction 

kinetics by monitoring a signal change that occurs upon rapidly mixing the reactants in a mixing 

chamber (Zheng et al., 2015). Here, stopped-flow was used to determine the binding (kon) and release 

(koff) rate constants of complex formation between Spy and the different variants of Im7, casein, or 

alpha-lactalbumin. It was also used to monitor the folding kinetics of Im7 in absence and presence of 

Spy. As for the equilibrium titrations described above, tryptophan fluorescence of the endogenous 

tryptophan(s) of the client proteins was used as a readout to monitor the kinetic of Spy-client complex 

formation. In addition, the single tryptophan of Im7 reports on the folding state and hence was used to 
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monitor Im7 folding in absence and presence of Spy (principles are detailed in the introduction section 

1.2.1.3). 

Determination of binding (kon) and release (koff) rate constants of Spy-client complexes: Briefly, the 

transient kinetics of Spy-client complex formation were recorded using a SF-2004 stopped-flow 

spectrofluorometer (KinTek) by monitoring the change in tryptophan fluorescence of the client protein 

upon rapid mixing with different concentrations of Spy. Recorded transients were fitted to a sum of 

exponential functions to derive observed rate constants (kobs). The final concentration after mixing of 

client and Spy was chosen such that a pseudo-first-order approximation could be used for the data 

analysis and the observed rate constants did not exceed the limits of the instrument (the dead time of 

our instrument was determined to be 1.3 msec). To determine the binding rate constant (kon), the 

observed rate constants (kobs) derived from the exponential fit were plotted as a function of Spy 

concentration. Phases that showed an increasing linear dependence of kobs on Spy concentration were 

fitted with a linear function to obtain kon from the slope (Kozlov and Lohman, 2002). The dissociation 

constant (koff) was calculated either from the y-intercept of linearly fitted observed rate constants 

(Kozlov and Lohman, 2002), and alternatively determined via binding competition with a tryptophan 

free variant of Im7 (Im7 L18A L19A L37A W75F, see Table 2). In the latter case, pre-formed 

complex of Spy and client were loaded into the stopped-flow instrument and rapidly mixed with 

tryptophan-free Im7 L18A L19A L37A W75F as a competitor for Spy’s client binding site. The 

concentration of competitor was increased until the point where no additional change in the observed 

rate constant was detected. The recorded transient at the maximum concentration of competitor, at 

which no additional change was observed, was then fitted with an exponential function to derive the 

koff. In case, the transients derived from the competition experiment revealed at least two exponentials, 

double-mixing binding experiments were performed in order to determine which of the exponentials 

corresponded to client release, and which to a conformational change. In this case, complex formation 

between Spy and client was allowed for 6 to 10 msec. The reaction was then chased with tryptophan 

free competitor Im7 L18A L19A L37A W75F. The recorded transients were then fit with a single 

exponential function to derive the koff (Koldewey et al., 2016; Stull et al., 2016). 

Im7 folding in absence and presence of Spy: The kinetic mechanism of Im7 folding free in solution 

has been established previously (Capaldi et al., 2001; Ferguson et al., 1999; Friel et al., 2009). Upon 

dilution, urea-denatured Im7 folds to its native state through an obligatory intermediate state, which is 

stabilized in presence of sodium sulfate (folding mechanism detailed in the introduction section 

1.2.1.3). However, sodium sulfate could not be used in this work, as it also screens electrostatic 

interactions between Spy and Im7 and hence dramatically reduces their binding affinity. Thus, the 

microscopic rate constants of each step of the three-state folding pathway of Im7 (kui and kiu for the 

transition between unfolded and intermediate state, as well as kin an kni for the transition between 

intermediate and folded state) in absence of Spy had to be determined for the experimental conditions 
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used. This was done by measuring unfolding and refolding kinetics of Im7 at increasing urea 

concentrations as described previously in the absence of Spy (Capaldi et al., 2001; Ferguson et al., 

1999; Friel et al., 2009; Stull et al., 2016). To measure folding of Im7 in the presence Spy, wild type 

Im7, denatured in 8 M urea, was rapidly diluted into buffer containing increasing concentrations of 

Spy and the tryptophan fluorescence of Im7 was recorded while folding (Stull et al., 2016). 

Global fitting of kinetic data. In order to identify the correct kinetic mechanism that describes the 

folding of Im7 in presence of Spy, stopped-flow fluorescence traces for Spy binding to Im7 under non-

denaturing conditions and the traces for urea-denatured Im7 refolding in the absence and the presence 

of different Spy concentrations were globally fitted to various kinetic mechanisms using the KinTek 

Explorer (KinTek Corporation) (Johnson et al., 2009). This program fits kinetic data by direct 

numerical integration of the differential rate equations that define the kinetic model, to directly obtain 

the microscopic rate constants and the fluorescence signals of the individual species of the kinetic 

mechanism. Potential kinetic mechanisms for Spy–assisted folding of Im7 used for the data fitting 

were built using the already known three-state mechanism for Im7 folding (Capaldi et al., 2001; 

Ferguson et al., 1999; Friel et al., 2009). In order to determine the simplest mechanism that can 

adequately describe the data , sequentially steps of Spy binding to the individual folding states of Im7 

as well as folding transitions of Im7 while bound to Spy were added to the Im7 folding mechanism, 

and used to simultaneously fit the kinetic data sets (Stull et al., 2016). 

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. CD spectroscopy can be used to estimate the content of 

secondary structure of proteins based on the property of secondary structural elements such as α-

helices, β-sheets, as well as random coil to absorb circular polarized light differently (Micsonai et al., 

2015; Whitmore and Wallace, 2008). Here, CD spectroscopy was used to determine content of 

secondary structure of different Im7 mutants used for the kinetic as well as thermodynamic analyzes of 

Spy-client interaction as described above (Koldewey et al., 2016). 

3.4.3 Structural characterization of Spy-client complexes 

Protein crystallization. In order to solve the structure of a Spy-client complex, a Spy mutant that 

lacks the unstructured termini (amino acid 29 to 124, termed Spy29-124) was engineered. Since flexible 

regions in proteins are hard to crystallize, this truncation improved crystal packing. Sparse matrix 

crystallization screens (Wooh et al., 2003) were then set up with various concentrations of Spy29-124, in 

absence or presence of different Im7 or casein variants (Table 2), in order to screen for conditions that 

yielded well diffracting crystals in presence of client protein, but not in the absence. After optimizing 

for suitable conditions, crystals were harvested and flash frozen in the presence of a cryoprotectant. To 

verify that client protein was indeed bound to Spy, the crystals were washed in crystallization solution, 

in order to remove all surface-bound and precipitated client protein, and then dissolved for 

visualization by SDS–PAGE (Horowitz et al., 2016a). 
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X-ray crystallography. Data collection took place at the Advanced Photon Source at the Argonne 

National Laboratory, Illinois, USA. Harvested crystals diffracted up to 1.8 Å resolution. Data 

integration and scaling were performed with iMosflm (Battye et al., 2011) and AIMLESS (Winn et al., 

2011), respectively. Despite the high quality of the diffraction data, the structure could not be solved 

using the apo-structure of Spy as a molecular-replacement search model, indicating substantial 

differences between the apo-structure and the client –bound structure of Spy. Therefore, seleno-

methionine (SeMet)-labeled Spy in complex with the Im76-45 peptide was crystallized and the structure 

was solved via Se-SAD phasing (Terwilliger et al., 2016), followed by density modification and initial 

model building using AutoSol, which is part of the software suite Phenix (Adams et al., 2010). While 

there was continuous electron density for Spy, only residual scattered density was visible for the Im7 

peptide, which therefore could not be built in. The obtained model of Spy from this data set was then 

used as a molecular-replacement search model to solve the structures of the remaining Spy-client 

complexes via Phenix. Model building and refinements for all Spy-client complexes were conducted 

using the programs COOT (Emsley et al., 2010) and Phenix (Afonine et al., 2012). 

Localizing client protein bound to Spy in the crystal. Similar to Im76to45, the electron density of any 

client protein, co-crystallized with Spy, was fragmented and hence neither of the client proteins could 

be built into the electron density map. The lack of continuous density for the client proteins 

presumably was due to structural heterogeneity and/or low occupancy of the client protein bound to 

Spy in the crystal. In order to map the positions of amino acids residues of the client within the 

residual electron density, Im76–45 was labeled with 4-Iodo-Phenylalanie (pI-Phe). Iodine is a strong 

anomalous scatterer, hence allowing its localization, even at low occupancy. We decided to label 

Im76–45 because of its unique structural properties (see section 2 for details) and because it yielded the 

most robust crystals in conjunction with Spy. In addition, pI-Phe modified versions were 

commercially available (New England Peptide). In total, 8 peptides were ordered, each with a unique 

pI-Phe substitution site. To identify the atomic positions of pI-Phe residues of the bound Im7 peptides, 

anomalous difference maps of the complexes were generated with phases from a molecular-

replacement search using the non-labeled Spy–Im76–45 (with no Im76–45 built in) complex as the search 

model, as described above. Placed iodine atoms were then refined in Phenix (Afonine et al., 2012) 

with anomalous group refinement (Horowitz et al., 2016a). 
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4 Discussion 

Understanding how chaperones work is an important question in basic biology. Given their function as 

guardians of protein folding and homeostasis, chaperones not only play roles in protein folding 

diseases such as Alzheimer’s and cystic fibrosis but, due to their involvement in signal transduction 

pathways, are also important in the pathogenesis of cancer (Whitesell and Lindquist, 2005; Xu and 

Neckers, 2007). In addition, chaperones are thought to be major players in the process of aging, as 

chaperone levels drop dramatically in an aging organism, likely causing collapse of protein 

homeostasis (Hipp et al., 2014; Labbadia and Morimoto, 2015; Morawe et al., 2012). However, how 

protein folding is affected by chaperones is still a matter of debate. While much is known to date about 

structural, thermodynamic, as well as kinetic features of the sometimes complex conformational 

changes that drive chaperone cycles of chaperone foldases (Hayer-Hartl et al., 2016; Mayer and 

Breton, 2015; Zhuravleva and Gierasch, 2015), so far no equivalent detailed information is available 

on the effects of chaperones on the folding energy landscape of their client proteins (Balchin et al., 

2016). This is in part due to the structural and mechanistic complexity of the major chaperone foldases 

and, in addition, the heterogeneity and flexibility of chaperone-client complexes (Burmann and Hiller, 

2015). The most prominent example of chaperone-client interaction is the E. coli chaperone GroEL, 

but even in this case there is not yet good agreement concerning the fundamentals of this interaction 

and the effects on the client’s folding landscape, in part due to the large and complex structure of this 

chaperone and its catalytic cycle (Apetri and Horwich, 2008; Brinker et al., 2001; Chakraborty et al., 

2010; Georgescauld et al., 2014; Gupta et al., 2014; Horwich et al., 2009; Priya et al., 2013a; Tyagi et 

al., 2011; Weaver and Rye, 2014; Zhang and Kelly, 2014) . 

I have closely examined the molecular chaperone Spy of E. coli as a much simpler model system with 

the hope of being able of identifying kinetic, thermodynamic, and structural aspects that allow 

molecular chaperones to promote client folding and how a chaperone affects the folding landscape of 

client proteins. The three publications summarized in this thesis allow us to draw a picture of the 

mechanism by which Spy facilitates folding of its client protein Im7 in unprecedented detail (Horowitz 

et al., 2016a; Koldewey et al., 2016; Stull et al., 2016). I found that the fundamental basis of Spy’s 

chaperone activity is the “folding-friendly” amphiphilic and flexible nature of Spy’s client binding 

site. The client binding site encompasses a large part of the concave surface of Spy’s cradle shaped 

structure. It consists of 4 hydrophobic patches surrounded by hydrophilic residues, that are enriched in 

positive charges. The N-terminal helix and the linker between helix 1 and helix 2 are flexible. This 

combination of flexibility and amphiphilic binding surface allows Spy to flexibly bind the many 

conformational states that are populated along the folding trajectory of Im7 and hence mediate folding 

of Im7 while continuously but loosely bound to Spy (Horowitz et al., 2016a; Stull et al., 2016). 

Binding of the unfolded state of Im7 is mediated through a mixture of hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

interactions (Koldewey et al., 2016). This allows Im7 to explore its folding landscape while bound. 
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We confirmed this result by X-ray crystallography, showing that the Im76-45 peptide is bound to Spy as 

a conformationally heterogeneous ensemble, sampling conformations from unfolded, to intermediately 

and near-natively folded (Horowitz et al., 2016a). Though Im7 experiences a relatively high degree of 

conformational freedom while bound to Spy, conformational transitions are slowed down (Stull et al., 

2016). This slowing may provide a mechanism whereby the pre-mature formation of tertiary contacts 

and hence misfolding are avoided. Although the kinetics of Im7 folding are slowed, our kinetic model 

predicts that the Im7’s folding pathway remains relatively unaffected by the chaperone environment 

(Stull et al., 2016). The folding intermediate, found while folding of Im7 in the absence of the 

chaperone, is predicted to still populated in the chaperone bound state. Folding of Im7 results in the 

formation of a hydrophobic core within the interior of Im7 itself and hence reduces stabilizing 

hydrophobic contacts between Spy and Im7 (Horowitz et al., 2016a; Koldewey et al., 2016). This 

destabilizes the complex helping to trigger Im7 release (Koldewey et al., 2016). Such an amphiphilic 

binding and folding mechanism may explain how Spy can facilitate folding of the various unrelated 

proteins (Quan et al., 2011, 2014), as it avoids the need for client specific folding instructions. More 

importantly, rather than being dictated by the chaperone, client folding itself regulates client binding 

and release. Hence, we consider that Spy acts rather passively, by providing a sanctuary for folding 

proteins that prevents protein aggregation and misfolding, while the folding pathway remains dictated 

by the primary sequence of the client protein. The electrostatic interactions formed between Spy and 

Im7 are a central component of this mechanism. Not only do these enhance the client binding rate and 

therefore kinetically prevent protein aggregation, they also help keep Im7 bound while it folds and 

hence eliminate the need for pre-native client release, which has often been described as being 

essential for the successful folding of clients by chaperones (Kim et al., 2013; Mattoo and 

Goloubinoff, 2014). 

Spy provides an amphiphilic and flexible client binding site to which different non-native 

conformational states of Im7 can loosely bind with about equal affinity (Horowitz et al., 2016a; 

Koldewey et al., 2016; Stull et al., 2016). This is mediated through many weak, non-specific contacts 

that allow Im7 to explore its conformational space without restrictions imposed by Spy. Amphiphilic 

client binding surfaces are a common feature of chaperones (Hoffmann et al., 2010; Karagöz and 

Rüdiger, 2015; Lopez et al., 2015). Thus it is possible that such a protective, but passive mode of 

chaperone action, that promotes self-guided client folding, might be the underlying mechanism for 

several folding chaperones. Indeed, loose client binding has been postulated as essential for 

chaperone-binding mediated client folding (Burmann and Hiller, 2015; Jewett and Shea, 2006). For 

example Hsp90 as well as the chaperonins GroEL, and CCT/TRiC provide broad and heterogeneous 

client binding sites (Joachimiak et al., 2014; Karagöz and Rüdiger, 2015; Perrett et al., 1997). The 

client binding site of these classic folding machines reveals similarities to Spy, in that they expose 

small hydrophobic patches that are surrounded by electrostatic residues. I note however, that the net 

charge of Spy and the cytosolic chaperones is inverted, probably due to the difference in proteome 
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charge propensities between the cytosol and periplasm (Joachimiak et al., 2014; Karagöz and Rüdiger, 

2015; Kwon et al., 2010; Perrett et al., 1997; Quan et al., 2011). Hps90’s large amphiphilic client 

binding surface allows this chaperone to potentially accommodate client proteins of different size and 

folding state, from completely unfolded to native, raising the possibility that Hsp90, like Spy may bind 

its clients as dynamic ensembles (Hagn et al., 2011; Karagöz and Rüdiger, 2015; Park et al., 2011a, 

2011b; Verba et al., 2016). For example, some studies have shown that p53 forms a conformationally 

heterogeneous relatively unfolded ensemble that interacts with Hsp90 (Park et al., 2011a, 2011b) 

though other studies indicate that p53 may also bind Hsp90 in a native-like conformation (Hagn et al., 

2011). While the less folded states interact with Hsp90 through multiple transient hydrophilic as well 

as hydrophobic contacts (Park et al., 2011a, 2011b), the native-like state in contrast preferentially 

binds through electrostatic interactions (Hagn et al., 2011). It is conceivable that like Spy, Hsp90 also 

allows its client proteins to explore their conformational space and fold while bound The finding that 

ATP binding or hydrolysis does not affect affinity of Hsp90 to different client proteins in the absence 

of co-chaperones strengthens this hypothesis, as client release may occur at any time of the chaperone 

cycle (Karagöz and Rüdiger, 2015; Park et al., 2011a). Further, Hsp90’s secretion into the ATP-devoid 

extracellular space in mammals indicates that the ATPase-activity may not be absolutely required for 

the essential chaperone function (Wang et al., 2009). So why did evolution then implement an ATP-

dependent conformational cycle for Hsp90, regulated in addition by a set of co-factors in the case of 

eukaryotic Hsp90? Perhaps, the addition of ATP- and co-chaperone-regulation may have been 

evolutionary refinements that allow the cell to fine-tune the client specificity and enhance the 

efficiency of their chaperones. The structures and folding pathways of eukaryotic proteomes are far 

more versatile and complex compared to the relatively simple E. coli periplasmic proteome (Balchin et 

al., 2016). Hence, in the case of eukaryotic Hsp90 there thus may be a need for customization and 

fine-tuning of client affinity as well as binding and release kinetics through co-factors (Röhl et al., 

2013). 

The interior wall of the hetero-octameric eukaryotic chaperonin CCT/TRiC, in the closed 

conformation, is chemically heterogeneous like that of the concave surface of Spy. For CTT/TRiC, 

hydrophobic patches, mostly located in the apical domains, are surrounded by an abundance of charge 

(Dekker et al., 2011; Joachimiak et al., 2014). One could speculate that this heterogeneity may provide 

CCT/TRiC with a similar “folding-friendly” surface as found for Spy. Bolstering this consideration is 

the observation that during folding in the enclosed interior of CCT/TRiC, the client protein α-actin 

binds in an extended, partially folded state to a broad surface of CCT/TRiC that encompasses several 

subunits (Dekker et al., 2011). The fact that CCT/TRiC contains eight different subunits enhances the 

heterogeneity of this binding surface, potentially allowing it to accommodate an even broader clientele 

that differs in structure and conformation (Dekker et al., 2011; Joachimiak et al., 2014; Roh et al., 

2016b). Hence, if one was to apply similar kinetic and structural methods, which helped me uncover 

the chaperone mechanism for Spy, in conjunction with the utilization of client proteins with well-
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defined folding pathways, one might gain further insights into the chaperone mechanism of Hsp90 or 

TRiC. 

Formation of a hydrophobic core drives Im7 folding while bound to Spy. Desolvation of hydrophobic 

residues is generally the major entropic force that drives folding of globular proteins (Baldwin, 2007; 

Chandler, 2005; Dill, 1990, 1985; Kellis et al., 1988; Pace et al., 2011; Southall et al., 2002). This 

applies to Im7 as well, where the formation of the intermediate state of Im7 is driven by the burial of 

most of the hydrophobic residues (Bartlett and Radford, 2010). What then drives folding of Im7 in 

complex with Spy, if desolvation of hydrophobic contacts has already occurred through binding to the 

chaperone (Koldewey et al., 2016)? It is generally thought that chaperones have to release the bound 

hydrophobic surfaces of the client protein so that the client can complete folding (Kim et al., 2013; 

Mattoo and Goloubinoff, 2014). However, Spy allows Im7 to fold all the way to the native state while 

it remains bound to the chaperone (Stull et al., 2016). This implies that the formation of a hydrophobic 

core within Im7 is thermodynamically more favorable than Im7’s hydrophobic interactions with the 

chaperone Spy. The data presented in this thesis uncovers two possible solutions to this quandary. A) 

not all hydrophobic residues in Im7 may be shielded by Spy. Most contacts of Im7 with Spy occur in 

the region of amino acid 6 to 45 (Quan et al., 2014), thus, C-terminal hydrophobic resides are not 

protected by Spy to the same degree as those present in the 6-45 region and hence are freely available 

for desolvation upon folding of Im7. B) The binding enthalpy of Im7 to Spy is positive for both the 

unfolded and intermediate states (Koldewey et al., 2016; Stull et al., 2016). However, folding 

enthalpies for globular proteins are usually negative due to the tight packing of the hydrophobic core, 

which releases more heat than consumed by desolvation of hydrophobic residues upon folding (Table 

1). Our X-ray crystallography data suggests that Im7 binds Spy as a dynamic ensemble with moderate 

affinity, allowing Im7 to explore considerable conformational space (Horowitz et al., 2016a). Hence, 

the Spy-Im7 complex is stabilized through many weak non-specific interactions, therefore lacks the 

tight packing that is usually found in globularly folded proteins. Heat released by the formation of 

weak non-specific interactions likely cannot compensate for the desolvation enthalpy, which may be 

why the binding enthalpy for Spy and non-native Im7 is positive. This could explain the 

thermodynamic basis of why Im7 still folds even though its hydrophobic residues are already partially 

desolvated by Spy: while contacts between Spy and Im7 are non-specific and weak, the core of Im7 is 

tightly packed, resulting in a difference of binding vs folding enthalpy. This enthalpic difference may 

favor folding over hydrophobic interactions with the chaperone. Interactions of exposed charged 

residues keep Im7 bound to Spy, even when hydrophobic burial reduces stabilizing hydrophobic 

contacts. The reduction in entropic folding energy by chaperone-binding, however, comes with a 

kinetic penalty. Bound to Spy, Im7 transits from the unfolded to the intermediate state 300-fold slower 

compared to folding free in solution. In addition, the transition from the intermediate state to the native 

state is slowed down 30-fold. Since the formation of the intermediate state is driven mostly by the 

entropic effect of the hydrophobic collapse, which buries hydrophobic surface preferentially bound by 
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Spy, the hydrophobic contacts between Spy and Im7 may slow down this first folding step more than 

the second. To my knowledge, folding enthalpies and entropies have not been determined 

experimentally for Im7 so far. Hence, recording folding kinetics of Im7 in absence and presence of 

Spy, at a series of temperatures would allow one to dissect of the thermodynamics of chaperone bound 

client-folding. 

A chaperone mediated reduction in the rates of client folding kinetics has been reported, for example, 

for both GroEL and trigger factor (Corrales and Fersht, 1995; Gary, T. E.; Fersht, 1993; Hoffmann et 

al., 2010; Hofmann et al., 2010; Sirur and Best, 2013). The broad interactions of the client protein 

rhodanase with the interior wall of the chaperonin GroEL/ES complex for instance slows down the 

folding kinetics of rhodanase but leaves the folding pathway rather unaltered (Hofmann et al., 2010; 

Sirur and Best, 2013). Similarly, the folding of barnase is slowed 100-fold when bound to the apical 

domains of GroEL in the absence of GroES and ATP (Corrales and Fersht, 1995; Gary, T. E.; Fersht, 

1993). While encapsulation of the folding client protein is often seen as essential for the mechanism of 

GroEL (Hayer-Hartl et al., 2016), apical binding of the client protein may still be a relevant 

mechanism for GroEL to assist in folding either at low ATP concentrations or for client proteins that 

are too large to fit into the GroEL chamber (Priya et al., 2013b). Slowing protein folding kinetics 

through interactions with the chaperone may improve folding yields, especially for proteins which fold 

through many intermediate states, by preventing the formation of non-native tertiary hydrophobic 

contacts that kinetically trap the folding protein in a misfolded state. 

Recently, folding rate enhancements have been shown for GroEL assisting folding of the TIM Barrel 

protein, DapA (Georgescauld et al., 2014). However, the proposed underlying mechanism is rather 

different than the one shown here for Spy. DapA has the same net charge as the GroEL cavity, and 

hence after release into the cavity, repulsive rather than attractive interactions drive formation of the 

hydrophobic core in DapA. In addition, it is postulated that spatial confinement destabilizes 

entropically stabilized folding intermediates, hence remodeling the folding pathway and enhancing 

folding rates of DapA. In contrast to GroEL mediated DapA folding, Spy doesn’t affect the folding 

pathway of Im7. These fundamental mechanistic differences make a direct comparison between these 

two different folding processes difficult. 

Electrostatic interactions may be a generally essential feature of chaperone function. Spy binds Im7 

as well as casein and alpha-lactalbumin with rate constants close to the theoretical diffusion limit, thus 

client binding by Spy appears to be a diffusion-controlled process. This very rapid binding to its client 

is probably one of the main features of Spy that allows it to effectively out-compete protein 

aggregation through kinetic partitioning. Spy drives rapid binding by utilizing electrostatic attraction. 

Spy has considerable positive charge on its client-binding site which allows for long-range guiding 

interactions to occur with the client protein thereby driving client-chaperone interaction and increasing 

the chance of successful complex formation with the non-native aggregation-prone protein. Similarly 
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fast association rates as well as the involvement of electrostatics in client recognition have been 

reported for other chaperones (Clerico et al., 2015; Hoffmann et al., 2010; Joachimiak et al., 2014; 

Karagöz et al., 2014; Perrett et al., 1997). Hence it is conceivable that fast, electrostatically guided 

client binding is a common and essential feature of various chaperones. However, electrostatic 

interactions may have roles in this reaction cycle beyond their ability to enhance Spy-Im7 binding 

rates. They may also have implications regarding Im7 folding while it is bound to Spy. Compared to 

the effect of hydrophobic interactions between Im7 and Spy that slow folding kinetics, electrostatic 

interactions may favor helix formation of Im7, as suggested by our crystallography data: The Im76-45 

peptide used in our crystallography experiments has an overall net negative charge, which may 

interfere with secondary and tertiary structure formation in solution through repulsive effects. Such 

repulsive effects may be screened by interaction with compensatory charged residues on Spy. In 

agreement with this hypothesis, more natively folded conformations of our Im7 peptide ensemble were 

found to form more electrostatic interactions and less hydrophobic interactions with Spy than less 

folded conformations did (Horowitz et al., 2016a). For example, Asp 32 and Asp 35 of Im76-45 are in 

close proximity and hence likely hamper the formation of helix 2 in the peptide. Both residues have 

been found to form ionic bonds with positively charged residues on Spy in the unfolded as well as 

native-like conformations of our Im7 ensemble, indicating that these interactions likely foster the 

formation of α-helices in Im7 (Horowitz et al., 2016a). This observation is supported by a recent NMR 

based study, conducted in our lab, which showed that the Im76-45 peptide bound to Spy has an 

increased helical propensity compared to what it exhibits free in solution (Salmon et al., 2016). Hence, 

it appears that Spy binding shifts the folding equilibrium of the Im76-45 peptide towards more folded 

conformations. Very similar effects may be expected for chaperones that assist the folding of 

oppositely charged client proteins, for example in the case of CCT/TRiC and the overall negatively 

charged client protein α-actin (Dekker et al., 2011). 

Partial client unfolding induced by chaperone binding may be an important factor of the chaperone 

function of Spy. At the conditions used in our study, binding of Spy to Im7 results in a 7-fold 

destabilization of the native state. As a result, Im7 partially unfolds as a consequence of binding to 

Spy (Stull et al., 2016). A similar or more dramatic destabilization of client proteins upon binding to 

chaperones has been observed for different chaperones and client proteins, and has been postulated to 

be one mechanism whereby client proteins are pulled out of kinetically trapped misfolded states 

(Clerico et al., 2015; Farr et al., 2000; Libich et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2008; Marcinowski et al., 2013; 

Park et al., 2011a; Priya et al., 2013a; Villebeck et al., 2007). For example, the folding equilibrium of 

a thermodynamically destabilized mutant of the protein SH3 has been shown to be shifted towards the 

intermediate folding state upon binding to the apical domain of GroEL. Similar to Spy and Im7, SH3 

can convert in between native and intermediate folding states while bound to GroEL. In this case, the 

intermediate state also forms more hydrophobic contacts with GroEL than the native state (Libich et 

al., 2015). Similarly, GroEL and CCT/TRiC have been demonstrated to unfold kinetically trapped 
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misfolded states of rhodanase and luciferase (Priya et al., 2013a). In another example, the bacterial 

Hsp70 homolog, DnaK, has been shown to interact with folded σ
32

, the heat shock response 

transcription factor. The interaction with DnaK partially unfolds σ
32

, rendering it susceptible to 

degradation (Clerico et al., 2015). Hsp90 has also been shown to interact with mostly folded but 

unstable client proteins in order to modulate their activity and to stabilize them in a ligand binding 

competent state. In agreement, it has been shown that Hsp90 binding to its client proteins p53 and 

CDK4 may lead to partially unfolding (Park et al., 2011b; Verba et al., 2016). While Hsp70 may 

selectively bind transiently populated, less structured states that expose Hsp70 binding sites 

(Marcinowski et al., 2013), Hsp90, TRiC as well as GroEL may accomplish this feat by offering broad 

and heterogeneous binding sites to its clients (Joachimiak et al., 2014; Karagöz and Rüdiger, 2015; 

Perrett et al., 1997), that induce partial client unfolding upon binding. Hence, it is conceivable that 

Spy’s foldase activity results partially from its ability to unfold misfolded client proteins, such as Im7. 

Consistent with this idea, Spy variants, selected in our lab, that showed a higher capacity for unfolding 

native Im7 in vitro, also had an increased ability to suppress aggregation and facilitate refolding of a 

diverse variety of client proteins ((Quan et al., 2014) and data not shown). These mutations increased 

the hydrophobicity and flexibility of Spy’s client binding site. As these mutants were selected for 

improved ability to protect the intermediate state mimic Im7 L53A I54A in vivo, we speculated that 

these mutations might have the effect of elevating the affinity for the flexible and relatively 

hydrophobic intermediate folding state of Im7. Hence, Spy’s ability to fold or unfold, and hold or 

release clients may be modulated by changing the content of hydrophobicity of its surface and its 

overall structural flexibility. The variants our lab selected in Spy that yielded an increased aggregation 

suppression and client refolding were found at different positions of the Spy monomer. It would be 

interesting to determine, if combinations of these mutations would yield an even stronger unfolding 

activity and potential improvement of general chaperone function, or if these combinations have the 

reciprocal effect, namely converting Spy from a foldase to a holdase, that perhaps inhibits client 

folding entirely. 

Implications of the proposed mechanism on the physiological role of Spy. The E. coli periplasmic 

proteome is particularly vulnerable to naturally occurring protein denaturants such as tannins, ethanol 

or butanol, because these chemicals can diffuse freely into the periplasmic space, due to the 

permeability of the outer membrane (Cama et al., 2015). Upon exposure of E. coli to chemically-

induced protein unfolding in the periplasm, Spy expression is upregulated through the Cpx and Bae 

envelope stress response pathways that are responsive to protein folding stress. As a consequence, 

periplasmic concentrations of Spy go from near-zero to > 2 mM, so that Spy can comprise up to 50 % 

of the periplasmic proteome (Quan et al., 2011; Rutherford et al., 2010; Srivastava et al., 2014). The 

majority of the proteins, that make up the periplasmic proteome, is negatively charged around neutral 

pH (Heidary et al., 2014). This complementarity in charge, together with our observation that Spy 

binds three model clients at rates near the diffusion limit (Koldewey et al., 2016) opens up the 
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possibility that Spy may bind to a wide range of non-native, aggregation prone periplasmic proteins 

near-instantaneously through long-range electrostatic interactions. We have observed that Spy binds to 

three model clients, Im7, α-casein, or α-lactalbumin, with relatively modest binding affinities, which 

are on the order of 0.2-30 µM (Koldewey et al., 2016; Stull et al., 2016). We do not know exactly with 

what affinity it binds other client proteins, but given its broad client specificity, we speculate that Spy 

may exhibit similar micromolar or sub-micromolar binding affinities for other periplasmic proteins. If 

this is the case, since Spy’s physiological concentration when fully induced is > 2 mM following 

chemical stress, then the vast majority of each of its client proteins will be bound to Spy, effectively 

preventing their aggregation. Spy’s amphiphilic and flexible binding surface not only allows Spy to 

accommodate denatured proteins of different size and sequence, but extrapolating our results with Im7 

to other clients, likely also allows these clients to fold while bound to Spy, once protein denaturant 

concentrations drop (Stull et al., 2016). This should effectively reduce the concentration of 

aggregation prone folding intermediates even after stress relief, while allowing its clients to fold to 

their aggregation-insensitive native state. Folding lowers the affinity of the client protein to Spy and 

hence may trigger release (Koldewey et al., 2016). This stands in stark contrast to many other stress 

activated chaperones, such as HdeA, that contain an intrinsic switch that mediates client release and 

chaperone inactivation upon stress relief (Franzmann et al., 2008; Tapley et al., 2010; Teixeira et al., 

2015; Winter and Jakob, 2004a). As Spy-client binding and release is regulated mostly by the client’s 

folding state, Spy may be seen as a folding buffer induced under folding stress conditions that ensures 

secure folding of periplasmic proteins at the expense of the folding rate (Stull et al., 2016). How and to 

what extent the concentration of Spy drops after folding stress is unknown. It is conceivable that this 

may occur slowly through dilution due to cell-growth and -division or it may be accelerated by 

proteolysis. 

4.1 Perspective 

While this study provides many details as to how the client protein Im7 folds in presence of the 

chaperone Spy and how Spy accomplishes this feat (Horowitz et al., 2016a; Koldewey et al., 2016; 

Stull et al., 2016), there are still a number of unknowns. For example, does the mechanism of self-

guided folding while bound to Spy apply to other client proteins that exhibit differences in structure 

and folding pathways compared to Im7? Applying similar kinetic and structural methods, which 

helped me uncover chaperone assisted folding of Im7, to other client proteins that also have well-

defined folding pathways, may in the future help to see how broadly applicable our model of 

chaperone function is. Im7 is a 10 kDa protein that forms 1 to 1 stoichiometric complexes with Spy 

(Horowitz et al., 2016a; Koldewey et al., 2016; Stull et al., 2016). It is conceivable that larger proteins 

may be bound by multiple Spy dimers in their unfolded state. It would be interesting to determine how 

such oligomeric Spy-client complexes affect the folding landscape of the bound client protein. 
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While it appears that the overall folding pathway of Im7 is not substantially affected by Spy (Stull et 

al., 2016), we do have evidence that on a microscopic level, the chaperone environment may alter 

folding energetics. Non-native states of Im7 are stabilized through hydrophobic contacts with Spy 

which slows the folding kinetics(Koldewey et al., 2016; Stull et al., 2016). On the other hand, the 

chaperone environment seems to stabilize secondary structure of the Im76to45 peptide, potentially 

through electrostatic interactions that screen repulsive effects hampering folding free in solution 

(Horowitz et al., 2016a; Salmon et al., 2016). Decades of thorough kinetic analyzes in conjunction 

with protein engineering, hydrogen-deuterium exchange, and molecular dynamics simulations 

provided residue-resolution information about every step of the folding pathway of Im7 in solution 

(Bartlett and Radford, 2010; Capaldi et al., 2001, 2002; Friel et al., 2009; Gsponer et al., 2006; 

Pashley et al., 2012). Conducting similar types of experiments (phi-value analysis (Jackson et al., 

1993)) in the presence of Spy may provide insights as to how Spy affects the folding pathway of Im7 

on a microscopic level. 

The folding pathway of Im9 has been characterized in the laboratory of Sheena Radford who also 

characterized Im7 folding (Ferguson et al., 1999; Gorski et al., 2001). Since recent research conducted 

in our lab indicates that Im9 and Spy interact (data not shown), characterizing how Spy affects Im9 

folding is a very promising direction of research, since interestingly, Im9 only folds through an 

intermediate state at low pH while at neutral pH Im9 folding follows a two-step folding mechanism 

(Ferguson et al., 1999; Gorski et al., 2001). The intermediate state is most populated at pH 5, which is 

close to Im9’s isoelectric point (pI = 4.53), indicating that a reduction of net negative charge stabilizes 

the intermediate folding state. A similar compensation of negative charge may be achieved by Spy-

binding, which offers an excess of compensatory positive charge. Hence, one could speculate that 

binding to Spy may induce the formation of an intermediate folding state, which would be interesting 

to test. 

In addition, it has been shown that Spy efficiently inhibits the formation of functional amyloids 

formed by the E. coli protein CsgA (Evans et al., 2011). Functional amyloids are produced by E. coli 

to form extracellular matrices vital for biofilm formation, and interestingly these fibrils are structurally 

similar to amyloid fibrils that are associated with numerous human diseases (Dueholm et al., 2011). 

Examples are Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s disease, which are caused in part by the intrinsically 

disordered protein alpha-synuclein (Kim et al., 2004). Studying the structural and kinetic aspects that 

underlie the mechanism of amyloid suppression by Spy may provide insights as to how chaperones in 

general affect amyloid biogenesis. 

And finally, as already mentioned above, testing our proposed mechanism on other folding 

chaperones, such as TRiC, Hsp90, Hsp70 or Trigger Factor would be informative. In this regard, 

single molecule experiments using Hsp70 have very recently been conducted that suggest that Hsp70 

may also allow folding of client proteins while bound to the chaperone (Mashaghi et al., 2016). 
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6 Abbreviations 

ATP Adenosine tri-phosphate 

ADP Adenosine di-phosphate 

Bae Envelope stress response pathway of E. coli 

BLI Bio-layer interferometry 

CCT/TRiC Chaperonin Containing TCP-1 complex/ TCP-1 Ring Complex; chaperonin system of 

eukaryotes and some archaea 

CD Circular dichroism spectroscopy 

Cdc37 Hsp90 co-chaperone 

CDK4 Cyclin-dependent kinase 4; Hsp90 client protein 

DegP Periplasmic protease of E. coli 

Cpx Envelope stress response pathway of E. coli 

CpxP Periplasmic regulator of the Cpx envelope stress response pathway of E. coli and a 

paralog of the protein Spy 

CsgA Major curlin subunit; structural subunit of the curli fimbriae of E. coli 

CTD C-terminal domain of Hsp90 

DapA Dihydrodipicolinate synthase 

ΔCp Thermodynamic constant depicting the change in heat capacity due to a reaction 

Get3 Golgi to ER traffic protein 3 of yeast; redox-regulated chaperone 

ΔG Gibb’s free energy 

ΔH Thermodynamic constant depicting the change in enthalpy due to a reaction 

DNase Desoxyribonuclease 

ΔS Thermodynamic constant depicting the change in entropy due to a reaction 

E. coli Escherichia coli; gram negative bacterium 

GroEL/ES Chaperonin system of E. coli 

HdeA Acid induced periplasmic molecular chaperone of E. coli 

Hsp Heat shock protein 

IDP Intrinsically disordered protein 

Im7 Colicin E7 immunity protein 

ITC Isothermal Titration Calorimetry 

K Equilibrium folding constant 
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Kd Dissociation constant 

kDa kilo Dalton 

kIN Folding rate constant for the conformational transition from the intermediate to the 

native folding state 

KIN Folding equilibrium constant for the conformational transition from the intermediate 

to the native folding state 

kobs Observed rate constant 

koff Release rate constant 

kon Binding rate constant 

kUI Folding rate constant for the conformational transition from the unfolded to the 

intermediate folding state 

KUI Folding equilibrium constant for the conformational transition from the unfolded to 

the intermediate folding state 

MBP Maltose binding protein; periplasmic protein of E. coli 

MD Middle domain of Hsp90 

mRNA Messenger ribonucleic acid 

NEF Nucleotide exchange factor of Hsp70 

NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 

NTD N-terminal domain of Hsp90 

p53 Eukaryotic transcriptional regulator; client protein of Hsp90 

PAGE Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

pI-Phe 4-Iodo-phenylalanin 

PN Proteostasis network 

RNase A/H Ribonuclease A; endonuclease that catalyzes the cleavage of RNA 

Rcs Envelope stress response pathway of E. coli 

r.m.s.d Root-mean-square deviation 

rpm Rounds per minute 

RpoH RNA polymerase sigma factor; activates heat shock gene expression 

SBD Substrate binding domain of Hsp70 

SDS Sodium dodecyl sulfate 

SecA/B Components of the E. coli secretion pathway SEC; A: Tanslocase subunit; B: 

chaperone that transfers unfolded proteins to SecA for trans-membrane transport 
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SeMet Seleno-L-methionine 

Se-SAD Single-wavelength anomalous diffraction; X-ray crystallography technique used to 

obtain phases via anomalous signal of selenium (Se) 

SH3 SRC Homology 3 domain 

Skp Periplasmic molecular chaperone of E. coli 

Spy Spheroblast protein Y; molecular chaperone 

Ssz1 Hsp70 homolog; subunit of the ribosome-association complex of saccharomyces 

cerevisiae 

SUMO Small ubiquitin-like modifier 

SurA Periplasmic proline-isomerase and molecular chaperone of E. coli 

SV Sedimentation velocity analytical ultracentrifugation 

TS Transition state of a reaction 

ULP1 SUMO-specific protease 

VDW van der Waals interactions, induced by transient dipoles due to fluctuations in the 

electron density interacting groups 

Zrap Molecular chaperone and paralog of the E. coli protein Spy
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Note that all the papers listed above in section 8, including those relevant for this thesis, have been 

published and are available online. 


